
Chapter Nine

Mediation

For many, mediation is essentially equivalent to conflict resolution .
.\lediation is viewed as the central tool of conflict resolution and

its primary professionaI expression. This view is very limiting. both
for the fieId of conflict resolution as a ,,,hole and for mediators in

particular. but it is aIso understandable. Mediation is a particuIarh'
\1sible expression of the conf1ict resollltion fleld. Under its banncr.
clients can be solicited, training protocols can be established. and
practice standarcIs can be set. Although conflict resolution as a dis
cipline provides the professional founciation for mediation. medi
ation as a practice can be presentcd in a much more concrete wav
to the pubIic.

Contemplate these three conversations fro111 a high 5chool
reUl1lon:

U\-,...I,..;::-~_:L'\~ ~~ (~ ('(',~c:..,';

'~~..ç~ -...;0'_- \ o~-j ~

Persoll /1: Bernie, what are you cloing with YOllr life~
lHe: I work in the field of confliet resolution. I Iive

in BouIder, Colorado ....

Person A: I hear Boulder is a terrific place.

Person B: Bemie, so 'what's happening with you~
}vIe: I'm a partner in a conflict resolution organiza

tion in BouIder ....

Person B: Boulder is supposed to be really beautiful.

Person C: Bernie, tell me about yourself.
iHe: I have a practice as a mediator. and I Iiw in

BouIder ....

Person C: I'll bet you get some really interesting work.
Let me tell you about this conflict I have ....
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Although the tendency to equate mediation (and sometimes
arbitration) with conflict resolution is natural, it is also problem
atic. Mediation is a role, a skill, an approach, and a practice spe
cialty. I don't think it is useful to viewit as a professional discipline.
Mediation, like negotiation 01'communication, is a life skill that
everyone must occasionally employ. It is a powerful intervention
too!. But it does not stand well on its own as a profession. That does
not mean that the practice 01'mediation cannot be pro1'essional
ized. It can be-under the aegis of the field of conflict resolution.

Those of us who make our living by o1'fering our services as
mediators need to be grounded in a broader and more cleveloped
pro1'essional and conceptual framework. Like most new fielcls 01'
practice, mediation is derivative 01'existing disciplines anel should
borrow from them as extensively as is helpfu!. But unless the prac
tice 01'meeliation is thoroughly anchored in a professional disci
pline that is specifically oriented toward appropriate goals, values,
and intellectual requirements, its growth wiU be limited, its inele
penelence constrained, and its conceptual framework simplistic. I
believe that field is conflict resolution. That is where mediation 's
future intellectual and professional elevelopment lies. This is also
the best long-term answer to the efforts of other professions (law
anel mental health in particular) to place mediation unHeI' their
ausplCes.

This does not mean that every mediator has to havea clegree
in conflict resolution any more than he 01'she needs a degree in
mediation. There shoulcl alwaysbe a place for people to function
as meeliators ,,,ithout making a full-time commitment to mecliation
as a fielcl of practice. But those who present themselves as profes
sional mediators need to acquaint themselves with the fundamen
tal concepts of conflict resolution. Of course, these concepts are
pertinent for other mediators as wel!.As important as it is for medi
ators to unelerstand the mediation process, unless the .•..are
grounded in a thorough understanding of the dynamics of conflict
and resolution, they will tend to view their work as a series of inter
vention strategies and not as an application of a rich and growing
body of knowledge about the various ways individuaIs engage in
conflict and seek resolution.

Having said this, it is important to look at what mediators in
particular offer to the resolution of conflict.

What Mediators Bring to the Table

Mediation is an approach to conflict resolution in which a third
party helps disputants arrive at a resolution to a conflict. A media
tor does not make a decision 01'impose a solution but rather assists
the disputants as they attempt to find their 0W11 way through the C011
flict. Mediation works. Under the right circumstances, it makes a big
difference in ho\l' well people handle conflicts. This seems clear
from the many stuelies of mediation anel from the increasing use of
mediators (see, for example, Kressel, Pruitt, and Associates, 1989;
Pearson, 1982). But why?There have alwaysbeen mediators or meeli
ating structures in almost alI societies.These people and institutions
have sometimes been fOIDlalized,neutra!. and process focused, but
more often they have played a less formal anel also less neutral role.
Religious and politicalleaders, elelers, anel influential communitv
members have all been important sources of mediation senices.

However, with increasing social and geographical mobilit\' anel
the greater institutionalization of community life, these informal
mechanisms of communitv-baseel conflict resolution have receeleel.

As a result, more formal systems hane been neeeled. The most ele
nJoped of these formal conflict resolution systems have been the
coUrl'ianel political institutions such as town councils and planning
boards. But these have normallv been better suitecl for making
decisions than building consensus among potentially competing
interests. 50 ir is natural that the use offormal mecliation processes
anel rclateel conflict resolution systems is on the rise. They are ful
ftlling a need that has alwaysexisted. But what exactly is this neecl,
anel how do mediators fi.Uit?

There is a big gap between the experience people have when
they resolve a conf1ict on their own and when they turn over en
tirely the power to resolve it to others. When these are the only
choices people have, the likelihood that they wiU wait for a con
flict to escalate to disproportionate levels before seeking 01'attract
ing outsic!e attention increases. When people have a significant
say in decisions that affect them deeply, they are more likely to
feel ownership of those decisions. Therefore the)" are more likely
to make the decisions work, less likely to sabotage them, and more
apt to experience a satisfactory degree of psychological closure.
Mediation attempts to bridge the gap between resolving one's own



conflicts and surrendering the power to do so to others. It helps
people maintain their power over important issues in their lives
as it also assists them in moving through a difficuIt conflict
processo The need for this kind of assistance seems almost uni
versal.

What is the essence of what mediators bring to a conflict to
limit its destructiveness and promote effective resolution efforts? I
believe there are four m~or waysin which mediators alter a con
flict dynamic.

Thev alter the structure of the interaction. Often the mere presence of
a Ü;:ird-party neutral changes the course of a conflict, regardless
of any specific intervention. The disputants have to aIter their
approach to the conflict simply to accommodate the participation
of someone with whom they are not in conflict. They change the
way they present issues, communicate, and express their emotions.
UsuaIIy, this means that people will tone down their most adver
sarial behavior when a media tor is around, but the opposite mav
happen too. That is, sometimes the presence of a third party pro
vides the additional security people neeel to unleash their more
neaative behaviors or feelings. AIso, the mediator o1'ten arrang-eso l t...•

for new svstems of interaction, new tvpes of meetinoo-s,new config.-, . I I t.

urations af negotiators, anel other structural alterations to the
imeraction processo

They bring their personal commitment, vision, and humanity to the
interaction. Mediators emer a elispute with a set of beliefs about the
potential of mediation to assist the parties, a commitment to con
tribute to the resolution process, anel a vision of how to proceed.
The energy and optimism of a meeliator are often the most impor
tam contribution that he or she can make. Mediators also bring
who they are as human beings. A meeliator's warmth, sense of
humor, commitment to the elisputants, and ability to establish rap
port with them are critical to effective mediation.

They bring a set of skills and procedures. Mediators bring a set of
skilIsand procedures to the process, incIuding abilities in commu
nication, reframing, conflict analysis,problem solving, negotiation,
crisis management, maintenance of neutrality, and conflict resolu
tion designoThey may have acquireel these through formal training
or experience; some may be natural talents. Mediators also bring a

set of procedures. They usuaIIy have a particular sequence of stages
they try to take parties through, a set of ground mIes, anel a specific
approach to identifying issues, interests, options, and relevam in
formation. Often the mediator's specific proceelures are less impor
tant than the fact that he or she has a processo The very existence
of a clear approach is comforting to many disputants anel aelds a
certain predictability anel definition to the interaction processo Ir
also adds to the mediator's control over the imeraction.

They bring a set ofvalues and ethics. Maybe the most important
things mediators bring to a conflict are their values anel ethical
standarels. These elefine mediators' most importam commitments
to their cIients, and they profounelly affect the resolution processo
Disputants do not necessarily aelopt these values. but by entering'
into mediation they implicitly acknowleelge them anel therefore
cannot help but buy into them to some extent. For example. a
meeliator is generaIIy committeel to helping parties searith for an
outcome that adequately aelelresseseach of their key concerns. B,'
entering meeliation, elisputants in effect commit themselves to
searching for such an outcome as 'NelI.These ethical commitments
are a fóunelation on which parties can elevelop trust. respect, anel
comfon with the meeliation processo

Within these four general ways that meeliators affect a processo
there is consielerable variation. Meeliators affect the interaction

structure in many elifferent ways. They bring many elifferent per
sonal styles, skilIs, anel proceelures. anel there are certainly mam'
variations among meeliators in their values anel ethical principIes.
Specific proceelures and tactics are easier to teach anel to elevelop
than personal characteristics, but in many waysit is the more com
plicated or intangible personal traits that are more important. The
commitment of mediators; their ability to join "vith each of the dis
putants: their optimism, integrity, and openness; anel their cIaritv
about their value base and their comfort with it are usuaIIy the
most powerful contributiolls they have to make. (For a eliscussion
ofmediators' different approaches, see Kolb, 1983; Kolb anel Asso
ciates, 1994.)

What mediators do not normaIIy bring to the process (aIthough
sometimes they think they do) is the best solution, the power to make
people reasonable, the ability to change the genuine aIternatives



that people face, or additional resources. Of course, ifwe are talk
ing about a U.S. Senator mediating an agreement in Northern Ire
land, a V.S. President mediating between Israelis and Palestinians,
or a city manager mediating a dispute between two city depart
ments, then the mediator does bring significant power and
resources. But these are not pure mediation processes, and the
mediator's power places its own set of limitations on the media
tor's role.

But for most mediators, it is in the limitation of what they can
do that their most important resource for contributing to a reso
lution process lies. Because mediators cannot generally provide
additional resources or alter the fundamental approach anel behav
ior of individual disputants, these disputants can more readily turn
to them in a confidential and forthright manner. Meeliators are eas
ier to trust when they have less power over substantive outcomes.
When mediators have greater power over substantive outcomes
(sal' in a mediation-arbitration situation or in advisorl' meeliation),
disputants ,\~llnaturally treat the mediator as a decision maker anel
approach him or heI' with more caution.

What Disputants Want from a Mediator

What meeliators expect from a meeliation anel what theilf clients
expect are often at odds anel alwal's different. Funelamentally, clis
putants want mediators to help them get their needs mel. AI
though this usually involves helping the disputants to feel safe,
respected, anel heard, what they are most likely to focus on is their
desire for the mediator to help them achieve a gooel outcome.
How they want mediators to help them anel how meeliators con
ceive of the mediator role can be at odds. Disputants often want
mediators to figure out a good solution. to put pressure on each
of the parties to accept a compromise, and to hammer out an
agreement.

Mediators wiU often do just this, but I believe this is selelom
at the heart of the genuine contribution that mediators make to
the resolution ofprofound disputes. In serious conflict, it is not the
absence of an effective solution that perpetuates the struggle but
the lack ofan effective process or structure ofinteraction. Vnless
mediators can somehow bring about a change in this situation,

their capacity to make a genuine difference will be limited. As a
result there is often a tension between what mediators believe their

function to be and what clients specificalll' request. Consider the
following thoughts written to me by an attorney very experienced
at representing clients in mediation processes:

Most lawyers prefer active directive mediators-mediators whose
mission is arriving at a settlement, who urge the parties to settle.
who cajole. who plead, who persuade. We bring om clients to
meeliation because we want to finei a settlement. When a mediator

spends the elaysimply communicating positions back anel forth.
anel then at the enel announces. 'Jeepers, you guys are toa far
apart." then we feel that we've wasteel our money. Lawyers are
smart enough to communicate each other's position back anel
forth. vVeare looking for an aetive ingreelient. who can gi.veus
more than we alreaely have. "

Of course, nobocly wanl., to waste a day in a process that accom
plishes nothing. but what is interesting in this statement is its
description of the '\Taythat many attorneys believe mediators can
be helpful. The alternatives poseel here are "c~oling. pleaeling, per
suading" anel "simply communicating positions back and [onh."
Thev want meeliators to be outcome [ocused and to commit to

arriving at a settlement. The)' perceive mediators who do not do
this as ineffective, patronizing, anel nalve. The iclea of mediators
assisting by clehing deeper anel helping parties look more broadlv
at the conflict, for example, is dismissecl as "t1uff,"01' as not real.
Yet the cleeper the conflict, the more necessary such "flufr' is.

Simply pur. clisputanl., often want mediators to hear their point
of view and then convince everyone else in\'olved that thev are
right and shoulcl get their way. :Yloresophisticated clients under
stancl that some compromise is necessarv and that part of negoti
ation involves looking at new approaches to a problem, but the\'
still want the mediator to help them advocate their interests.

If mediatars are to be effective, therefore, they will have to help
parties do just that. They will have to listen to all of the parties care
fully anel give each one an opportunity to present his ar her most
powerful argument in an effective way.Here is where the real skill
and art ofthe mediator becomes evident, anelwhere the approach
of the meeliator and the desires of the parties can converge. If the
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mediator is focused, maybe not on cajoling, pleading, and per
suading, but on helping each disputant present his or her views in
a cogent manner and on working to ensure that everyone's ideas
and needs have been taken seriously, then the disputants and the
mediator are working together. Furthermore, if the mediator helps
each disputant carefuUy and realisticaIIy think through his or her
choices at various points in the process, they are alllikely to be
working from a complementary set of goals. The mediator must
start "where the clients are at" and travei in partnership with them
from there.

Mediators' purposes do not have to be identical with those of
their cIients, but mediator and cIients should not be working at
cross-purposes either. Mediators would do weUto listen to cIients
when they express not only their goaIs for mediation but also
their ideas about what role they want the mediator to pIay. Inher
en t in those ideas will be very significant concerns that need to
be addressed. This does not mean that mediators have to be

c~joIers or arm-twisters, or that the; have to focus exclusively on
finding a solution. It does, however, mean that the)' need to be
very sensitivc to the challenge poseel by the elifferences petween
their sense of how to accomplish the purposes of mediation anel
their clients' expectations. In effective processes, mediators and
the parties to the conflict are constantIy reevaIuating anel in effect
negotiating exactly what they are trying to accomplish in media
tion and how.

Of course some mediators view their role exactl)' as described
by my attorney friend. They believe that their job is to get an
aO"reement anel that the best wav to elo this is to confront partieso .
\Vith the weaknesses of their positions, the necessity of compro-
mise, and the merits of the offers that have been made. There is
nothing intrinsicaIIy wrong with this approach, and in many situ
ations it is more likely than aIternative methods to lead to an
agreement. However, it is unlike1y to achieve a deep leveI of reso
lution. For arriving at a dollar amount in a personaI injury or
patent infringement case, it may be appropriate. For heIping peo
pIe repair a work relationship, achieve a broadly accepted con
sensus about how to approach a publiC;policy question, or Iearn
how to be effective co-parents, such an approach may not onIy be
ineffective but harrnful.
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Things get really interesting for mediators when the cIients
themseIves have very different ideas concerning what mediation
should be about.

When a group of professionals asked me to mediate the dissolution of their

partnership, I found myself caught in their contradictory expectations about

what would occur in mediation. On one levei this was a negotiation about

moneI' and buyout temls, but it was also about hurt relationships. bad feel

ings, and blame. The professionals who were leaving wanted onIy to discuss

the tenns of the buyout. whereas those staying wanted to deal with the rela

tionship breakdown and their anger at the departing partners. There was a

sort of chicken-and-egg dilemma here. On the one hand, if we did not address

the money issues first, the departing group would have a hard time eliscussing

the relationship 01' addressing the remaining partners' concerns about fpture

communications. On the other hand. if we did not :lddress some of the ;ll1ger

and hurt that those remaining were experiencing, it would be very hard for
them to move on the more substantive issues.

I presented this dilemma to both sieles and suggested that we work

simultaneously on both types of concerns. but that notion did not t1y.The

departing group saw it as a way of avoiding the financial issues that the)

viewed as their reason for agreeing to l11ediation. The)' \Vere110there "to kiss

and make up' they tolel me. 50 I tried a two-prong approach. I focused everv

one in both groups on financial issues but acknowledged that it was unlikely

we would get closure on these issues until we dealt with the less tangible

aspects of the cont1ict. Then, in separate meetings with each grollp, [ tried

to probe more deeply. The partners \'lho were remaining expressed consicler

able anger abollt how the departure of the others had come to pass and how

lInfair they felt any payment to them \Vas. But they also knew that some pay

ment was necessary and inevitable. They also could see that an in-principle

cammitment to some payment to the departing partners might lessen the

hurt and anger all around.

I asked the departing partners why it was so important to nail down a

buyout agreement before discussing relationship issues. They offered 1'.1,'0 rea

sons. One was money. They felt that if they did not get some commitment of

funds quickly, they cauld not cover the initial expenses of their new organiza

tion. The other was their desire for an acknowledgment from the remaining

partners that theI' did have a right to their share in the fim1's assets and a

right to leave if they chose. After an extensive discussion of these concems, I

suggested that theI' might be able to get a quicker and greater commitment
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ofmoneyiftheywerewillingtodiscussthe relationshipissuesunderlying
the firm'sbreakup.

ln thisway,bystartingon themoretangibleandconcreteissues("where
theclientwasat"), bothgroupswereabletocomearoundtoa deeperleveiof
discussionaboutbothfinancialand relationshipissues.I feltthroughoutthis
mediationthat1wasengagedin a trickynegotiationwiththeclienl,aboutmy
roleandthefocusoftheprocesso

The Premises of Mediation

Regarelless of the approach people take to mediation, there are
certain implied assumptions that govern how a mediation process
unfolels. These premises exist because of the strucrure of meelia
tion, anel the)' define some of its greatest strengths anel limitations.

Disputants need help (and can benefit fmm it). A conflict goes to meeli
arion because the parties feel the}' neecl help to arrive at a satis
betor}' outeome. They ma)' have faileel in their inelepenelent eflorts
to reaeh an agreement, 01' they may recognize rhar without meeli
ation the conflict is likelv to escala te 01' be prolongeel. S(~metimes
meeliation is structured into a contractual 01' legal proá~ss, as in
grievances 01' divorces, but usually there are plenry of opportuni
ties to settle a dispute indepenclently before that becomes neces
sary. On the one hand the parties' realization that help is needed
is one of rhe greatest sources of power a mecliator has. On lhe
other hand people are very resistant to acknowledging the neecl
for heIp, and therein lies much of the resistance to using meelia
tion in the first place.

There is an advantage ta disputants' reaching a valuntar} agrec'

ment. vVhy not go straight to a third-party decision maker, where
at least some substantive outcome is guaranteeel? There are certain
tactical reasons not to elo this-uncertaint:y about the outcome or
the time anel transaction costs of going to trial 01' arbitration, for
example. But beyond this is the notion that people are likely to
reach better, more carefully crafted, and more durable solutions if
they are the primary architects of those solutions. Therefore it is
worthwhile trying to arrive at a voluntary agreement \vith the help
of a third party before turning the decision over to an external
decision maker. The belief that the best agreements are those
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made by the disputants themselves is at the heart of the values and
approach of most mediators.

ivlediatars can help peaple carne ta an agreement throllgh intervening

in an unpraductive negatiatian or pmblem-salving process even thaugh they

da nat have the pawer ta impase an autcorne. Participating in mediation
usually implies that there is at least a possibility that a third part)'
\vÍth no power over the outcome can make a difference. More than

that, mediators' lack of power is part of what a11o,,"sdisputants to
engage in the processo The de ai disputants make \\"ith a mediator
in essence is: 'Tll give you power to run an interaction (up to a
point), and I \\i.11reveal things to you and listen to )'our ideas about
how to proceed, but in the end, I get to decide."

Pracess is imjJartant. For the most part, participation in meelia
tion suggests that it is notjust the elusive solution that isj.missing
when parties are in conflict but that something about the process
of the interaction neeels work. How conflict resolution is con

ducted. how negotiations proceecl. anel ho\\" communication
oc:eurs are important. ?\Iediators are called in to alrer rhe processo

lt is passiblefor a third jHlrty ta be attentive to potelltia1l.v competing
interests. People do nor necessarilv have to believe a meeliator can
be neutra!. impartial, 01' even f~lÍr.But bv entering mediation, the)'
accept the possibiliry that a thirel pany c:an at least understand com
peting neeels anel YÍewsanel can conduct a process ,,"irhout exclu
sively promoting the position of one side.

These assumptions exist regarclless of the approach of the medi
ator. Some aclditional assumptions will exist that are not auto
matically impliecl by the basic structure of the mediation process
but are \'ery much dependent on the approach of the particular
mediator or the agreement negotiated between the mediator and
the parties anel are rooteel in the culture within which the media
tion occurs. For example, there is no automatic assumptioIl thar
direct communication among the parties is beneficial, and medi
ators varv wiclelv on how thev handle such communication. Man\'

J I, •

believe that direct communication is critical to an eflective reso-

lution process, although it may not always be possible. But I have
heard mediators, usually those specializing in commercial cases,
state that they would never bring two parties together until an
agreement has been reached. Much of international mediation
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aIso occurs through so-called shuttle diplomacy, in which the par
ties communicate largely through the third party.

Mediators also have many different approaches to confiden
tiality. There is significant legal protection for the confidentiality
of mediation in most parts of the United States, and most of us
who mediate use confidentiality as an important tool when we are
trying to change the dynamics of a negotiation. However, not all
mediation is confidential-public policy mediation in particular
often has to occur in publico Mediators differ about the confiden
tiality of private communications, about whether they will reveal
what occurred in mediation if the parties give them a release to do
so, and about the confidentiality restrictions parties must agree t'O
when they enter into mediation. Confidentiality is a strategic con
sideration, but not one that is necessarily built into the structure
of mediation itself. What is almost always necessary for the credi
bility of the process is that the ground rules around confidential
ity for each mediation are explicit from the beginning.

Impartiality (exhibiting no bias toward one of the parties 01'

the concerns he 01' she is expressing) and neutralitl' (having no
relationship with one of the parties or stake in the outf:ome) are
not implicit in mediation. Without getting into a discussion of
whether there even is such a thing as impartialitl', it is.clear that
most mediators put themselves fonvard as having no interest in any
particular outcome, no special relationship \-\'Íthany 01' the parties,
anel no intention of aelvocating for anl' one elisputa.m.In this sense
theI' inelicate that thel' are neutral anel impartial and offer that as
part of what thel' bring to the processo

But mediation does not demand neutralitl' or impartiality. In
manl' settings the mediator is not neutral and mal' have a special
connection to one of the parties. ln-house mediators in organiza
tions, village elders in mediative roles, and family members who
try to reconcile differences among other famill' members may not
be neutral or impartial. What is required is that the mediator tries
to help the parties interact with each other more effectively or
work out an agreement that they all can accept.

Credibility is established in different ways depending on the
values and needs of the people involved. ln the middl~-class pro
fessional worId in which most of us operate, the promise of impar
tiality, neutrality, and confidentiality is usually necessary for
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establishing the credibility and safety of mediation. But in other
settings the community standing and personal status of the medi
ator mal' be far more important.

What Mediators Do

vVhat is it mediators actually do to influence a conflict: ~Iediators
work in manv wavs and each mediator has an assortment of ap
proaches. No~eth~l~ss, certain actions characterize what most meeli
ators do, regardless of their personal approach. (For the most
comprehensive discussion of the processes and interventions that
mediators use, see ?vioore,1986, 1996. For aelditional perspectives.
see Folberg and Taylor. 1984; Haynes. 1981, 1994; Rubin. 1981;
Saposnek, 1983; Williams, 1998.) Here are the key actiyities that
mediators engage in to help parties move through a resolution
processo

fn the Beginning
• Assess \vhether anel howto intervene in a confliet

• Create or reelesign an arena for communication
anel negotiation

• Get parties to participate
• Negotiate the purpose. structure, anel guielelines

of mediation with the parties

Throughout the Process

• Help each party to feel heard anel to hear others
• lelentify the key issues that parties neeel to aelelress

and the needs elrivingthese issues
• Frame and reframe issues, suggestions, and concerns
• \Vork to create an atmosphere of safety
• Manage emotions anel communication
• Explore neeels at a usefullevel of depth
• Deal with unproductive power ell'namics
• Help disputants work across culturaL gender, class.

anel other elifferences

• Encourage incremental anel reciprocal risk taking
• Facilitate an effective negotiation process
• Deal with impasses
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During the Problem-Solving Phase

• Encourage creativity
• Help parties develop and discuss options with each other
• Help people think through their choices
• Articulate and solidifypotential agreements
• Apply appropriate amounts of pressure
• Discuss implementation

This is by no means a complete list ofwhat mediators do. For
example, I have not discussed drafting agreements; designing
ongoing systems for conf1ict resolution; dealing with intraparty
conflicts; communicating ,vith such others as lawyers.judges, and
substantive expert~; following up on agreements; or teaching com
ll1unication or conflict resolution skills, all of which are common
activities of ll1ediators.But the interventions listed here are, in my
view. at the core of ",hat ll1ediators generalIy must accomplish in
most disputes.

::"Iostmediators \I'ilI at some point engage in almost alI of
these interventions. The most effective meeliators are those who

can approach each one strategicalIy. That is. they hav'ea variety of
approaches to each of these tasks anel can choose an}ong these ap
proaches baseel on their assessment of the needs of lhe particular
situation. This does not mean that they are alwaysa\vare of doing
this. Like any other skilled practitioners, the most accomplished
meeliators make man)' of their choices without consciously think
ing them through. But I believe that effective mec1iators.if askeel,
can nevertheless articulate the thinking behind these decisions. To
explore what mediators do further. the folIowing sections eliscuss
several of the intervel1lions I have listed.

Mediators Assess Whether and How to Intervene in a Conflict

Just because mediation is requested does not mean it is appropri
ate, and even when it is appropriate, there are many different ways
of proceeding. The first step in any intervention should be some
assessment of the appropriateness of mediation. Often this assess
ment can be done rapidly, but at other times it requires an exten
sive effort. The mediator's decision not to mediate or to suggest
some othet form of intervention is in itself an important contri-

bution to a conflict resolution processoOne of the worst situations
mediators can find themselves in is the middle of a dispute that is
not appropriate for mediation and' with alI the key parties com
mitted to going through ·wi.ththe processoSeveral years ago a col
league and I found ourselves in the middle of a dispute feeling as
if we were holding a tiger by the tail.

1\vo teachers at a private school had filed a complaint against the acting

headmaster and his assistant alleging intimidation and hostility in the

workplace, The headmaster claimed that the teachers were refusing to

accept the legitimate decisions of the board and the leaders of the institution

and were fomenting "chaos and anarcl1\'." and he threatened "significant

disciplinaI"y action." This standotI had found it~way to the front page of the

local newspaper. Subsequent to the appearance of that article. a large number

of teachers and parents signed a letter requesting that a mediator be ll1'ought

in. which the administration readily agreed to. and my colleague and I were
contacted.

\re trareled to the school for twodays of meetings. During the first day

we conducted indiridual inter\'iews with all the primar\' parties and with oth

ers who had knowledge of the situation. Un the second dar we were planning

to holel joint cOlwersations with lhe people who were in dispute. Howcvcr.:lfrer

some of the meetings on the tirst day. including sereral wirh the headm~L"tcr

and his associa te. my colleague and I both sensed that there was more going

on than we \Verebeing toldoa lot more. The headm:L~terwas uncomfortablc

with any questions about what would have to happen to improve working reb

tions but rél~/ eagerly told us just how "crazy" lhe teachers were. \Vhat W:b

really telling. however. was the headmaster's response to our questions abolir

what he hoped to get out of mediation. There was nothing he could articulate

except a desire to show the staff and parents that he had fol1owed through on

their request.

FinalIv. we blllntly asked him whether he had already decided to take per

sonnel action against the teachers and whether this was subject to discussion.

Afterobtaining a reassurance about the confidentiality of our discussions. he

said that the board. on his recommendation. had alreadr decided to fire the

two teachers and that a letter of dismissal had been prepared and approved

by the board and the board's attomey. He and the board members alI felt.

however, lhat they had to go throllgh with lhe mediation because they had

promised lhe rest of the staff that lhey would do so. He was Sllre that mediation
would fail and that lhe letter of dismissal would lhen be delivered.
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What really convinced us that this was a hopeless situation was that lener.

It was over one hundred pages long! Hours or maybe days of devoted effort had

been put into its creation. The commitment of the headmaster and assistant

headmaster to this course of action was obvious. We probed for any sign of

flexibilitv from the headmaster and from some of the board members we met

with late'r that evening, but there was nane that we could discem. 50 we stated

that it was inappropriate to proceed with mediation.

But there was a probiem. How could we stop the process at this point,

given that everyone else was expecting and preparing for a joint discussion the

next day? We could not break confidentialitr, but we also could not proceed

with an illegitimate processo We met with the elifferent parties before the scheel

uled joint session and said that we did not believe the situation was amenable

to mediation at this time, but we were unable to give very satisfactory reasons

why. We suggesteel to both the heaelm~L~ters anel the board that there might be

a need for mediation after some of the dust settled from the dismissal. Thev

seemed to feel that they just neeeleel to tough out the next step anel ereri'thing

would work out. It elidnl

The ietter was elelivered. the teachers dismisseel. Thev filed a suit. Eventu

ally, the headmasters were elismisseel, anel the teachers offereel their jobs back.

Insteael they arrired at a monetarv agreement with the board anel took iobs

elsewhere. .

:>lycolleague and I had planned ün lising our first day of i\1terVieWs for

;L~sessing the situatÍon and planning our irltélwntion. In retrospect we both

wished we hael done more of this before Ive ,":er :lITived on site.

Mediators Create 01' Redesign an Arena for
Communication and Negotiation

Often people in conflict have no constructive mechanism for COlll

municating with each other. Thev mar be communicating through
formal letters, court filings, public hearings, \'oice mail, 01' inap
propriate third parties (Iike their chilclren). 01' thev may be trying
to communicate more directly but \\1th negative results. Mediators
trv either to create a new forum for communication and negotia
ti~n 01' to bring about a change in an existing one. Often this
forum is the mediation session itself, although in many kincls 01'

mediation more complex mechanisms need to be designed. In
clealing with discussions of public policy issues, for example, the
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design of an appropriate negotiating forum is a major aspect of
what mediators do.

Mediators are often involved in the challenge of orchestrating
a system for interaction among multiple parties, much ofwhich
wiII occur outside the mediation sessions. Some times this invol\'es

setting up subcommittees, encouraging particular individuais to
communicate, making sure that representatives of organizatiom
keep in touch with their constituencies. connecting people with
substantive experts, keeping lawyers informecl about what is hap
pening, and so forth.

Another chalIenge facing mecliators is fineling a way to influ
ence an existing forum that has already falIen into a rhythm 01'

interaction and eleveloped a set af norms anel procedures, not alI
ofwhich are productive. This was my chalIenge when r was askeel
to help with an ongoing dialogue on regional eleveloprúent poli
cies in which everyone seemed happily ensconcecl in a thoroughh
c1vsfunetional processo

The comJ1lunity activists anel the developers inl'Olved in the polic\' dialogue

were expert at humorous put-downs. but llndernealh their wit W:LSa greal deal

of animosit\'. ,\ly first exposure to the grollp came when 1éntered a room in

which a subcoml11ittee W;LSdiscussing a draft statement about the goals of the

dialogue. A group of developers hael just presented their revision of a previous

draft. and a representative of a community group was raising certain concerns

aboul i1. The following interchange occurred within two minutes of my
entrance:

Del'e!o/Jer: I suppose you are going to organize a picket line

ar the local 5afeway to protest our revisions.

[Del'e!opers cbllckte.]

COllllJllllli/.), (fc!iris!: :Vlavbe, but vou won't have to face the mob because you

wil! be in your polyester clothes hanging out with your cronies

at your countrv club. which probably wouldn't allow our kind

in anyway.·' [Communit.V represen!a!iL'es c1Jl1clde.]

As l11uch as llike to use humor to create rapport anel reminel people of their

common humanity, this was out of hand. The group had fallen into a pattem

of interaction that was both comfortable and destructive. They elielnot know

me 01' my colleague, and there was a real elanger that our efforts to put limits
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on such interchanges or to search beneath their surface for the real concems

that inspired them would alienate this rather prickly group. Nonetheless some

thing had to be done. Wedecided to restructure the way lhe overall group and

its subcommittees functioned so that there was a tighter agenda for meetings

and a more active role for the mediators. Wealso tried to set an example of a

gentler form of humor (more self-deprecating than attacking). and we talked

about the type of atmosphere that would be productive. Newnorms slowly

developed, and the group was able to make considerable progressoThe banter

continued. but it wasless hostile (and, to my way of thinking, funnier).

Mediators Get Parties to Participate

Often not aIl the parties to a confliet have agreecl to participate in
mecliation (or even an assessmeu of the situation). How meclia
tors obtain participation is very inclicative of their overall approach
to mecliation. Some rely heavily on persuasion, guilt, or a hard seU
about the aclvantages of mecliation and the conseq llences of non
participation. I believe that these approaches can easil)' become
cOllnterprocluctive because the mediator then has a responsibilit\·
to prove the value of the processo How mecliaton get people to
agree to participate has to be congruent with rhe \\-a)' in which the"
want tbem to participare.

Ir is more effecrive for rhe mediator to approach resistant par
ries by tr)'ing to heIp rhem rhink through the pros and com of
mediation for their circumstances than by trying to com'ince them
to participate. One of the greateSt sen'ices mediator5 pro"ide is
notjusr getting people to participate but doing 50 in a wa)' thar
builds momentum for a collaborarive processo Anorher important
service is helping people decide not to mediate when thar is the
best c1ecision for them.

Mediators Manage Emotions and Communication

This may be the primary tool of the trade. Mediators help people
express their emotions or feelings as necessary and appropriate,
anel they manage the flow of communication. This is also the area
that may witness the greatest variation in mediator style. Some
meeliators place a heavy foeus on helping people express their feel
ings, whereas others shy away from this in the name of avoiding
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therapy and concentrating-on helping people reach an agreement.
Some mediators are ver)' relaxed and eas)' about letting parties
communicate directly from the outset. Others conduct the process
so that almost alI communication goes through the mediator
some times to the extreme of not ever bringing the parties together.
I have found that the more secure mediators are in their abilitv to
manage emotions and communication, the fewer restrictions on
direct interaction they impose.

Mediators Explore Needs at a Useful LeveI of Depth

As di5cussed in Chaprer Seven, the an of crearive problem solving
involves finding the righr leveI of clepth for exploring people's
needs, interests, bopes. anel fears. ~eecls should be eliscussed ar a
eleep enough leveI that the real forces clriving rhe conflicr can be
adclressecl. \Iediarors belp each person explore rhe issue aI rhe
levei of eleprh thar is relevanr to him or heI' anel rhen the\' ln tI)
finel a wav of elisclIssingen~ryone 's needs rhar encompasses rhe c1if-
ferenr Ievels thar applv to each dispuranr. .

Mediators Encourage Incremental and Reciprocal Risk Taking

Searching for resolulÍon rakes cOUl-age. Displltanrs make rhelll
selves ntlnerable wben the)' raise a conflict. reveal their concerns.
prmide informalÍon. agree ro negotiare, express rheir feelings, Sllg
gest solutions, 01' cOll1mit ro agreements. Ir thev rake too large a
risk, rhe)' mav encourage an aelversar)' to tr)' to exploit a perceiveel
aelvanrage, anel rhis ma)' ultimarel)' leael to an escalation of the con
Hict. Trusr is bllilr bv incremenral anel reciprocal risk taking. As
people make renrative concessions or share importanr dara anel
receive reciprocal concessions and infonnation, conficlence is bllilr
anel resolution promoted. For this process to work. the risk mllst
be large enough to be meaningful bur not so enormous rhat rhe
party raking the risk is maele disproportionately vulnerable.

Mediators often have to work with rhe parties to encourage
some risk taking, help them think through just how large a risk is
aelvisable. anel nuelge them to reciprocate when others have shown
a willingness to take a risk. People are usually mueh more aware of
their own concessions anel risks than those of others, so mediators
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have to help them recognize others' concessions or risks and
appreciate them. When mediators talk about orchestrating com
promises or trade-offs among parties, in essence what they are
doing is arranging for an exchange of risks.

Mediators Encourage Creativity

vVhen conflict is intense and emotions are rampant, creativity can
suffer. One way mediators deal with this is by trying to create a
comfortable, relaxed aUllosphere in which different ideas can be
put forward and discussed without exposing people to personal
attack. Theyalso try to ensure that people feel able to suggest ideas
'without having to commit to them. Mediators often focus the par
ties on integrative 01' joint gain possibilities that theI' have not ade
quately explored, and in general mediators trI' to get people to
look at a dispute fram a new perspective that will open more crc
ative waI's of thinking about the issues.

Another approach is to bring new inputs into a process to pro
viele fresh anel hopefully creative perspectives, Sometimes this
involves bringing in substantive experts or inelivjeluals who repre

sent slightly different points ofview or approach~s. At other times
it mav involve referring people to outside resources or ha\ing them
look ~t how others have solved similar problems.

Qne approach that I think is often ovemsed is substituting the
mediator's creativity for the disputants' creativitI" Mediators often
believe that they can find the solution to a problem because of
their experience, their communication with the different parties,
or their own creative abilities. Although I have occasionallI' iden
tified a potential solution that nobody else seemed aware of, usu
allv because of the confidential access I had to different parties,
th~ real challenge is always how to bring the parties to the point
at which they can identify the potential of a new approach for
themselves.

Once in a great while I have found that a simple suggestion I
have made wiIl work. But more often than not what has appeared
to me to be a particularly dever solution has long since been dis
carded by the parties because of factors I was unaware of. Fur
thermore, if a mediator proposes a solution, and it turos out that
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this solution promotes one party's interests at the expense of
another's, then the mediator may well have compromised his 01'

heI' more fundamental role. There is an art to putting forward
ideas at the right time and with the right amount of tentativeness

that can help prime the pump of others' creati\ity or get an option
on the table that would be tainted if it were suggested bv one of
the parties to the conflict. But it is important for mediators' to avoid

becoming personally committed to a particular approach, espe
cial1yto the point where they start trying to com,ince the parties of
its merits. More often than not, the mediator's highest value is not
in figuring out creative solutions but in promoting an open.
relaxed atmosphere and an effective communication and problem
sohing pracess that elicit the creati\ity of al1 the parties. :Vlediators
also need to be alert to the possibilitv that creative sÇ)lutions wil1
come [rom unexpected sources.

Charlie and Daúd taught everyone involved in their parents' divoree a lesson

in ereativity and flexibility. The parenl~ of these two preadolescent boys had

aiready overeome a iot 01' animosity as they tried to work out parenting

arrangements in mediation. The mother was about to graduate from a profe5

sional school and wanted to take on a greater parenting role. HeI'class sched

1I1ehad limited heI' flexibility. but now she had a job with regular hours. The

father had resented heI' entering this program to begin with and blamed it íor

their divorce. He had been resistant to any ehange in the arrangements before
isslIes about decision making. chllreh. and edllcation were settled.

These parents were beginning to work with eaeh other in a more eon

structive way. but sehedllling Monday nights beeame a major obstacle. The

boyswere aetive in a BoySeout troop that met near the father's home. For the

parents' tentative sehedllle to work, however,the boyswould need to be at the

mother's house. forty miles away, on ~Iondays. This was too great a distanee
to manage on a sehool night. \Vediseussed ali sorts of diíferent ideas in our

sessions, bllt nothing seemed to work.

I decided to ta.lk about this directly with Charlie and David. becallse each

parent was worried that the other wOllldmanipulate the children in anv dis

eussion of Ii\ing arrangements. The boyscame in together, and when I'got

around to asking about BoyScouts. they both said how important that aetivity

was to them. But almost immediately they also mentioned a troop some of

their friends belonged to near the mother's house that was doing "cool"
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things. End of problem. I really wondered why neither of the parent.'>nor I

had thought about the possibility of a different troop, but we hadn't. It took

the input of the boys to identify a creative solution to the parents' dispute.

Mediators Help People Think Through Their Choices

Mediators some times need to nail down potential agreements
when the parties are ready to commit to them. At other times they
need to slow down the process so that people feel they can make
a deliberate and clear choice among what are often less than ideal
options. Usually, mediators have to do a little bit of both things at
once. Typically, when an agreement seems possible, mediators \ViU
articulate it, frame it in a balanced way, ask people whether they
are ready to commit to it, and if they are, then write it elOWIl.But
there is also often an important pause at this point, eluring which
people have second thoughts, doubts, or premonitions of what is
some times calIeel buyer's remorse. vVhen this pause happens. many
mediators want to turn on the pressure. However. 'what is often the
most usefu1 thing to do is the opposite, to decrease the pressure
and gíve people more time or emolional space for considering
their choices. ;

This is often a difficult point in a conflict, Ofie at which poten
tial agreement .•can falI apart. Seldom, however, ha"e I seen a medi
ation fail because people took the time to think through their
aIternatives at this stage. More often I have seen agreements
unravel because people were uncomfortable "with commitments
that they had made under pressure.

Mediators Apply Appropriate Amounts of Pressure

No malter how facilitative or process oriented they are, meelia
tors apply pressure in some form to the panies to encourage
them to move toward resolution. They may or may not be aware
af or comfortable with this aspect of their work, but it goes with
their role. When mediators encourage disputants to make an offer,
to respond to concessions, to share their concerns, or to think
through their real options, there is almost always some degree of
pressure involved. Some times mediators put time limits on the.
process, and this toa amounts to pressure on the parties.
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There is a fundamental difference, however, between putting
pressure on someone to agree to a particular outcome and encour
aging them to take a conciliatory step. If mediators believe their
role is to identify a reasonable solution and cajole, plead, and per
suade parties toward that outcome, then the pressure they put on
can become quite heavy handed. If mediators see their role as
helping the parties to a conflict engage in a colIaborative process
to meet their needs, then they are more likely to use their power
to assist anel encourage parties to communicate and negotiate in
a more integrative manner.

When Mediation Works and When It Fails

AssistingHarveyand Laura with their divorce negotiations resulted tn probably

the most successful failure that I have had as a mediator: Harveyand Laura

had left the mediation hopelessly deadlocked and had taken their case to

court. In the mediation they had fought bitterly about everything, but thev

did reach tentative agreement about most of the issues in their complex

divorce. I had drafted a comprehensiv'e memorandum of understanding. but

as wewere reviewing it. they had several disputes about its specifics and broke

off mediation, indicating that they would prefer to take their chances in coure

Atthe time I viewed this as a failed mediation. But about three years later.

one of their attorneys called me to say they had some new issues and wanted to

return to mediation to "update their agreement." "W'hatagreement?" I asked.

and pointed out that they had not reached any agreement. The lawyer told me

that I was wrong. In court they had each presented their copy of the memoran

dum. Though they had some minor additional requests. the judge basically

entered the draft agreement as the court order. The couple referred to this ~l,
..the bible," and it had become the cornerstone of their postdivorce parenting

and financial relations. When I met with them. each had a well-worn copy

of the draft agreement. with highlighting, annotating, and underlining.

Asit turned out, they had been able to use mediation to negotiate the

terms of an agreement, but they had been toa angry with each other to accept

it voluntarily. They needed an outside authority to impose the agreement on

them. I was concerned that they would feel that mediation had manipulated

them into an outcome that they did not really want, and that the voluntary

nature of the process had been corrupted. But they seemed perfectly happy with

the way their mediation had played out. Though there may have been aspects

of the agreement that each would have preferred to change, they felt that it
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was as good a solution as they could expect. They had just needed someone

else to finalize it.

This case pointed out for me the elusive nature of what mediation
really accomplishes, of the times when it works and the times when
it fails. I believe that successful mediations elo not necessarily end in

agreements and that failed mediations sometimes do. People come
to mediators because they want help in reaching an agreement. If
that end is never achieveel, clearly something is wrong with the

processo But the equating of success with reaching agreement and
of failure with not achieving agreement is very limiting, particularly
in complex elisputes. The longel~ more involveel, anel more intense a
conflict, the less useful it is to see resolution anel agreement as the
same thing. Agreements are often just steps along the way. Meelia
tors can be particularly helpful in taking those steps, but their larger
purpose is to help people engage in a constructive resolution effort.

Meeliation has been successful when the aeldition of a thirel

party has helpeel people proceed with a resolution process appro
priate to their particular circumstances. It is not successful if it does
not do this. Sometimcs this can be equatccl with whether or not an

agreement has been reacheel. In most commercial meeliations. for
example, agreement anel resolution go together. But in many pub
lie policy anel interpersonal conflicts, reaching a consensus, espe
ciallY one that is premature 01' overly general, may be less valuable
than helping people confront their elifferences, articulate their
beliefs, anel frame the issues in a clear anel constructive way.

Meeliation is a powerful intervention. Societies neecl mediators,
and in almost ali cultures there are people who act in a media tive

way. AlI of us, at some time in our lives, take on this role. Similarly,
we all sometimes need help that assists us in resolving our differ
ences rather than resolves them for uso Butjust like any other

approach to human interaction, meeliation has it~ limits anel is not
always appropriate (see Chapter Ten).

Even though mediation is a basic role in human interaction, it
is probably an inaelequately developeel 01' institutionalizeel func
tion in much of the worlel. Historically, most meeliation has been

provieleel in the context of less mobile anel complex societies.
vVhere community structures were strong, exteneleel family systems
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powerful, and social networks durable, there were many etlective
informal mediative roles. But fewer such structures exist now, and
the need for formal mediation services has grown.

Something is gained and something is lost whenever formal
processes with trained personnel are substituted for informal pro
cesses, whether we are talking about counseling, education, med
ical care, 01' conflict resolution. vVhen people bemoan the loss or
community, part ofwhat they miss is the more personal, bmiliar.
and accessible approaches of smaller and less institutionalized
processes. There is a built-in contradiction here that defines medi
ation 's greatest challenge. Mediators are trying to provide a formal
and professional intervention to assist people to reach resolution
in an informal way anel without giving up power to other formal
and professionalizeel proceelures. The tension createell)\" this con
traeliction gives a creative impulse to mediation but ;ds() explains
much of the resistance to its more extcnsive use. '



Chapter Ten

Other Approaches to
the Resolution of Conflict

Mediation may be the role most often identifled with conflict res
olution, but it is by no means the sole approach of conflict
resolvers. As the field of conflict resolution grows. the ways in
which its practitioners elefll1e their role anel conceptualize their
work has eliversifieel .. -\lthough meeliation continues to be an
important aspect of the work of conflict resolvers. there is a
elemanel for a mllch broader set 01' approacht'}s. ~lany of these
other roles overlap with meeliation, even as the)' bring a new
elimension to the practice of conflict resolution. 1he future 01' cem
flict resolution as a profession wil! be defineel to a large extent by
its success in developing anel integrating a powerful range 01'

approaches to conflict. The growth of mediation anel arbitratioll
has been an imponant step in this direction. but only a step. The
fielel is now in the mielst of the next fundamental step in its growth.

This step involves a reelefinition, as practitioners ielentify them
selves 'with the broader field of conflict resolution rather than\\lth

just the specific service they offer.

Conflict Resolution as a Continuum of Services

The more conflict resolution practitioners can view the fielel in its
broadest dimensions, the more able they will be to make a difler
entia! assessment of each conflict situation. That is, the initial ques
tion conflict resolvers wil! ask is not whether or how to mediate a

dispute, but what kind of approach is needed at any given time and
how that approach can be provided.
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Conflict resolution as a field is at the point where it neeels to
take the development of a continUlltn of services seriously and to be
gin to ielentify the essential pieces of this continuum. Right now.
new approaches are being developed as particular needs arise, bm
they have not yet been eflectively tied together into a coherent con
tinuum of services for people in conflict, although there is SOllle
encouraging movement in this direction. Currently, the field
encompasses people who pro\'iele meeliation, arbitration, training.
facilitation, and settlement conferencing. among other services.
But concepts 01' how to link these services; what a continuum of
services, or interventions. woulellook like; and how it might be
brought to bear in elifferent conflicts are still primitive.

1n oreler to clarifv the dimensions of this continuum. we n1a\'
consider the t\1)es of ~lssistance that people in conflio: need. 1n the
bst chapter I discusseel what meeliators olTereel to a confliet reso
lutiolJ processo However. ir is also important to consieler the limi·
t~ltions 01' meeliation anel speciticallv what neeels it eloes not
~lclclrt'ss.This \\'ill help us ielt'lltit' the charaeterisrics rhat ,1contill
uum (lf ser\"ices should possesso

The Limits of Mediation

,-\.,\'('rs,ltile and llseful as mediation is. it has significant Iimits 011
\,"hat it can pro\'ide to people in conflict. ~.roreO\·er. these Iimirs are
e,sential to mecliatiol1 becallse rhe\"are also rhe sources 01' some 01'

irs most significant capacities to help people cope with conflict. In
some respects. mecliation is powerful because ofwhat it does nor at
tempt to do. For exampIe. em the one hand. mediators do nut gen
erallv otTer themselves as evaluarors of the merits of each partv's
position. (I am referring here 01' course to process-oriemed mcdi
atÍon anel not evaluative mediation or mediation-arbitration. which

are discllssed later in this chapter.) This is one reason elisputants
\,lll often share confidential information wirh a mediator. Ol~ the

other hanel. sllch an evalllation from a thirel part" is some times use
fui to disputants.

The major limits of mediation as an approach to conflict resolu
tion are identified in the follO>'lng paragraphs. Each limit suggests
conflict resolution approaches that can do what mediation does not
do and that might become part of an effective continuum of sen1ces.
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Mediation is primarily used to intervene in conflict rather than to prevent it.
To be sure, mediation can be used to negotiate an agreement
before a conflict has developed, but that is not its primary app1i
cation. For the most part, people employ mediation after a conflict
has arisen, and they feel they need help in managing or resol"ing
it. Approaches such as partnering, team building, and systems
design are more useful for preventing conflict and are designeel to
forestall the need for conflict intervention.

lVIediation by definition involves a third par(v who is directly involved
in the communication or pmblem-solving processo Even though a medi
ator seeks to empower disputants anel leave them with the prima!!'
responsibility for the conflict outcome, his or her presence at the
table changes their role. Frequently, people are reluctant to give
up even procedural power to a mediator or to reveal their cir
cumstances 01' concerns to any outsider. As useful as meeliation
may sometimes be, most disputes wil! be resolvecl by the partici
pants themselves, without elirect outside assistance. Thus there is
a need for interventions that are clesigneel to help people solw
their own disputes without the direct participation of anv thircl
partr Training is one such intervenlÍon. as are ~oaching, svstems
clesign, and facilitated planning sessions. Working with groups to
help them prepare for a negotiation can be a very powerful inter
venlÍon, as it was in the following case.

Several years ago a state agency and ali the county service-providing agencies

it funded were sued by a national advocacy group in a class action to force the

provision of additional servicesto the agencies' clients. The advocacy grollp

presented the action as a "friendly suit," on the grounds that it was actually

trying to force the state legislature to provide more money for the agencies'

programs. But the agencies felt that the suit could easily lead to their losing

control over their programs and to a serious increase in the "bureaucracy

of accountability." Acolleague and I were asked to assist the state and

county agencies to prepare for the settlement negotiations that were about

to take place.

Weworked with the agencies in three ways. We facilitated a set of plan

ning seSsions during which agency representatives discussed their objectives,

strategy, and the structure of their negotiating team. This included devising a

plan for communicating effectivelywith each other and for making decisions
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during the negotiation. Wealso conducted a training program in collaborative

negotiation procedures for the negotiation teanl. and we provided consultation

to the team as the talks proceeded.

Our hope had been to involve both sides in a facilitated planning session

to discuss how to conduct the negotiations. and we also invited the negotiators

from the advocacy group to participate in the training sessions. They politel:'

declined, feeling comfortable in their own ability to negotiate and probably

wanting to maintain some personal distance at this stage of the processogiren

the Iikelihood of litigation. We felt, however,that the offer to participate was

critical in setting up a positive and open tone for the negotiations. Further

more, they said that they were verv pleased that the agency negotiators were

getting this training.

Wetook no direct role in the negotiations. which ',Verecol11ple;-;and at

times difficult. However.an agreement was eventually negotiated a~d approved

by the govemor. the legislature, and the courts. lt became the b~L~is01' some

significant changes in the process by which serviceswere delivered. Although

the negotiations were tough. relationships among the key players were for the

most part constructive.

Howmuch did 0UI' work contribute to this outcome? Despite the favorable

comments of the agencies' negotiating team. it is hard to know \Vhat impact
our elt'ortshad. Whatever elIect we had resulted from our roles ;L~lhe te:lI11's

advisers, trainers, and coaches. Our ability to fulfill these roles would have

been seriously curtailed if we had served as mediators because we would haw

had to maintain a degree of impartiality that would not have allowed us to

give the same kind of advice and feedback. Also.Idoubt that the teammem

bers would have been quite as forthcoming about their internal differences

and their concerns about the weakness 01' their case if we had been working
equally with both sides.

iVIediation is usually focused on helping people with a negotiatioll-tl!at

is, helping them to arnve at a mutually acceptable outcome or sett1ernellt of
issues of concern. Of course mediation may be focused on commu
nication, reconciliation, public participation, and related interper
sonal processes, but it is most clearly designed and most frequently
employed for assisting negotiations. Most of the procedures. guide
lines, confidentiality protocols, training, and marketing associated
with mediation are specifically oriented to riegotiation assistance.
Efforts are being made by some in the mediation community to
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develop an altemative to an outcome-based approach, but to some
extent what they are actually doing is inventing a new form of inter
vention.

Some times people start mediation believing that negotiation
assistance is needed, only to discover that they have hardly any
issues to negotiate. Instead they may need assistance with recon
ciliation or healing or simply with communicating. Up to a point
mediators can help with these needs, but approaches such as rec
onciliation, counseling, facilitated communication, and compre
hensive programmatic interventions are often more suitable.

JHediation does not necessarily lead to an agreement. It is a premise
of mediation that people have the right to decide whether to
accept any tentative outcomes developed in the mediation processo
Therefore mediation does not automatically produce an agree
ment. vVhen mediation processes have integrity-that is, when they
are conducted in accordance \"1th accepted values and principles
a certain percentage of cases wil! not result in agreemen t. Iam
alwélvssuspicious of mediators who claim they achieve an extremely
high rate of agreements. Too high a success rate could well be a

sign of overly coercive practice (or of statistÍcal m;ll1ipulation). Of
course a low settlement rate is a problem as well. \

Yet sometimes the guarantee ofa decisive OlltCOme is impor
tant, either because the situation demands it or the parties to a
confliet want it. For example, organizations often want an alterna
tive to litigation to settle grievances that have not been resolved in
mediation. ArbitratÍon, ptivate judging, mediation-arbitration com
binations, and more complex dispute resolutÍon systems are some
of the approaches used when people want a guaranteed outcome.

Mediation is process joCltsed. Mediators are not normallv con
tracted to provide substantive expertise, and when they are hired
for that reason, their process role can be detrimentally affected.
:\1ediators generally do need some substantive expertise in, or at
least familiarity with, the kinds of issues with which they are work
ing. But this is to ensure that they understand those issues, can
help parties evaluate their altematives, can detect important unspo
ken issues, and can understand the implications of different
options under consideration.

Often, h oweve r, the parties themselves have a need for sub
stantive information and technical assistance. Mediators can offer
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small amounts of such information on occasion without diluting
their role as impartial process facilitators. For example, a media
tor might explain the steps in a grievanee system or the time sched
ule for putting together an environmental impact statement. But
the more mediators make the prm1sion of substantive information
or adviee the centerpiece of their work. the harder it wil! be for
them to focus on promoting effeetive eommunication, negotiation,
and decision making.

Disputants often receive alI their substantive assistance from
people who are highly partisan, such as their lawyers or technical
experts committed to a particular cause. As a result the different
parties often operate on the basis of different, inconsistent, and
some times biased information. 1n mam' environmental disputes,
for example, the battle of experts is a serious obsta.ele to resolu
tion. In manv circumstances alternati,'e anel less bias~d approaches
to collecting, analyzing, and interpreting information are essential
to the success of a conflict resolution etTon. This has led to an
inereased use of faet flnders, neutral evaluators, evaluatÍve media

tors, technical dispute panels, anel other methocls for providing
balancecl or impartial substantive information.

Alediation natllralZ" operates at lhe leuel o/int{'resls . .-\lthough media
tors sometimes explore the deeper levels of needs. their natural focus
is on interests. The mediation process is generally structured to push
people to move bevond their focus on what it is the~'want to a some
what deeper cOIlsideration ofwhy thev want it. But mediation is not
generally set up to push people to consider their identity needs. To
get to this level, it is usually neeessary to develop a eleeper rappon,
spend more time, and work at a greater distance Eram the immedi
ate eonfliet than most forms of mediation allow. Furthennore.
although mediators have been used to defuse tense situations where
lives were at stake, the more eommon types of mediatÍon are not
designed to acldress immecliate survival needs eithec

For example, divorce mediation is seldom the best plaee to
deal with an immediate erisis in which the physical safety and well
being of ehildren are at issue. Similarl)', the fundamental eoncerns
individuaIs who are divoreing may have about the meaning of their
lives and their ability to sustain an intimate relationship are not
best dealt with by most mediation processes. There are eonfliet res
olution procedures that are better oriented toward dealing with
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issues of identity. Reconciliation processes, counseling, longer-term
dialogues, and more programmatic approaches to building rela
tionships are often better suited to dealing with conflict at this
leveI. Survival issues usually require crisis intervention and tangi
ble resources of some kind.

lvlediation is a short-term intervention. Mediation is normally
structured as a time-limited intervention ',vith a specific focus, and
that focus is usually the attainment of some specific and immedi
ate goaI. But many serious conflicts require long-term, systemic,
and multifaceted interventions. The process of building peace in
Northern Ireland ar the Middle East, for example, has required
multiple mediations, but it has also required many other processes
as well, such as economic development, grassroots peace building,
institutionalized communication structures. anel multiyear strate
gic planning processes.

These limitations elo not mean that mediators cannot or elo not

adapt to particular conf1icts by altering the structure of what they
do and the roles lhe)' play. Mediators have to be flexible. adapt
able, anel creative. Many creative new conflict intervention stratt'
gies have arisen when mediators ar other confli{t resolvers have
found themselves facing a situation that called f~r a significantly
altered approach. Also. many new intervention~ first appear as
hybrids constructeel fram the alternative roles tha'! a particular sit
uation demands.

On several occasiol1s I have found mvself eleveloping what felt
to me to be entirely new roles in response to verv specific requests
from clients.

Helping siblings permanently sever their relationship was not the business 1

thought 1was in, but that was what 1 found myself doing. 1Wo adult brothers

came to me as a result of a dispute about an inheritance. The temlS of their

mother's wiil specified that they should consult a "third part)'" before taking

legal action. The older brother, who had experienced a series of business

failures, had received much the larger part of the estate, and his younger sib

Iing felt manipulated and cheated. He confided in me that he did not have the

money, the law, 01' the resilience to take this to court but wanted a chance to

state his views in a way lhat his older brother would have to Iisten to. AfieI'

that, he wanted help in saying "goodbye forever." Perhaps not surprisingly
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this exactly mirrored the desire of his brother. He wanted to make his case and

then "wish his brother welJ."

They both felt that there was nothing to negotiate. The basic damage had

already been done to lheir relationship, and they now wanted help in achiev

ing c1osure-but not under the guise of therapy. To them, therapy implied

a desire to heal the relationship and reestablish better communication.

Probably more to satisfy my needs than theirs 1explored \'Iith them

individualJy whether any agreements between them might be possible 01' useM

Although the younger brother would have liked a more equal division of lhe

estate, he believed that this was not going to occur in mediation, and he was

righl. There realJy was no outcome that either of lhem wanted olheI' lhan this

facilitated siblingectomy. ln individual sessions 1 listened to the worst feelings

each had about the other, and I explored with them what they needed to say

and what they were likely to hear. W'ediscussecl how they might pre~t their

views and feelings and respond to what thev hearcl with dignity, honesty·. and

sensitivity.

The joint meeting, in a weird sort of way, was extremely moving. Each

brother talked about feeling that the other W;L'l the "favored child." and about

how much he thought he had sacrificed for the other. Each described how

he thought the other had manipulated their mother. ?llost important. both

talked about their neecl to "encl the rebtionship." They did remember better

times between them. and although skeptical, neither ruled out the possibility

af contact at some point in the future. Then they both thanked me and with

tears in their eyes said goodbye. 1 checked in with each of them shortly there

after. and they both said that the meeting had accomplished exactly what

they wanted.

Was this some sort of reverse conciliation process? A kind of antimedia

tion? Whatever its label, 1 felt this hybrid of counseling. mediation, and facili

tation had somehow accomplished an important purpose that would allow

healing for both parties. They seemed to feel freeI' to go on with the rest of their

lives after this encounter. Maybe they wiU reconnect someday, and perhaps

having been through this process wiU make that easier. but there is no wa)' of

knowing this. I can now think of a number of situations in which facilitated

leave-takings could be useful-relinquishment of children to adoption,

divorce, and dissolution of long-term business partnerships. to name a few.

~Iany other new approaches have developed oul of the particular
circumstances of individual cases. Mediation-arbitration, some times
calIed medi arb, arose when clients who could not settle a case in
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Figure 10.1. Elements of a Conflict Resolution Continuum.mediation but had invested time in the process and developed a
good rapport with the mediator wanted that mediator to render a
decision. Some times people (or their lawyers) who have an ongo
ing but hostile relationship (such as divorced parents or hostile but
successful business partners) contract with a third party to be avail
able to make immediate decisions, often by phone, as conflicts
alise. Lawyers sometimes seek ethical ways to advise parties through
mediation rather than take on the responsibility of a client-attorney
relationship. This has led to the concept of "unbundled legal ser
vices" (Mosten, 1997).

New approaches to conflict resolution are designed constamly.
Some of them can be viewed as variations in how a particular ser
vice is delivered. but often an entil'ely new role is being devised.
Qf course great care must be taken to clarify exact1y what this role
is. Qne sure wav to create elistrust anel suspicion of a conflict
resolver is to alIow a situation to deveiop in which the conflict re
solver and the disputants have inconsistent understandings about
lhe nature of the process ar the role of the conflict resolver.

esealation. And for each of these aspects. there are always two
approaehes-substantive and procedural. People can anticipate
the concerns that can cause or escalate a confliet anel cleal with

them before they become problematic. ar they can agree on pro
cedures for communication anel problern solYing to forestall eon
Oiet 01' prevent it from escalating.

Preventing Conflict

Conflict can be anticipated. anel agreements ean be put in place
that address those issues that might later lead to conf1ict. A
prenuptial agreement. a partnership buyout provision, an agree
ment about what will happen if a contract is not executed in a
timely way, and a decision on land use made before there are
development pressures are examples of this substantive approach

An Effective Continuum of Servi~es

:\ew approaches to dealing with conflict develop becallse of the
limits of mediation or other established means of conflict resolu

tion. The chalIenge for the field of conflict resolution is to pro
mote an effective continuum of services rather than identifying
primarily with one 01' t:wotypes of inter'l'ention. The specific inter
ventions selected from that continuum will then var)' depending
011 the type of conflict (CDR Associates, 1996). EnvironmentaL
family. organizational, and commercial disputes, for example, al1
require somewhat different approaches. In general, though, all
effective systems of conflict resolution will insome way provide pre
vention services, procedural assistance. substantive help, support
for reconciliation, decision-making assistance, and mechanisms for
design and linkage (see Figure 10.1).

Prevention

There are t:wo aspects to prevention. We mal' attempt to prevent
conflict in the first place, or we mal' attempt to prevent conflict
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to prevention. The procedural approach of opening more effec
tive channels of communication 01' decision making might in

clude arranging for regular meetings between contractors and
their clients to review the progress of a project 01' establishing an
employee couneil, a eitizen's advisory group, 01' effective public
participation processes.

Preventing Escalation

Conflict escalation can be prevented by early detection and rapid
response systems and by the establishment of ongoing structures to
monitor and resolve conflicts as they arise. One way in which citizen
advisory councils have been effective resources for governmental
agencies and industrial facilities is by helping them to identity con
f1ictswith the community at an early stage and by acting as a com
munication link among the parties involved before these situatians
have a chance to escalate (Mayer, Ghais, and McKay, 1999).

Prevention processes are often the outgrowth of previous conflict
resolution efforts. Difficult negotiations 01' interactions in particu
lar ma\, result in the establishment of preventive ineasures for the
future: Prevention then should not be seen as sorhething that nec

essarily precedes conflict. Instead it is often a link that builds on
the lessons and momentum from past conflict to redefine how
future interactions will take place. The institutionalization of con
flict resolution activities is itself a prevention effort.

Conflict resolvers play several roles in prevention. They point
out the need for prevention, help parties agree on preventive mea
sures, consult on the design of prevention systems, and facilitate
01' organize the operation of those systems. They also provide train
ing in communication, teamwork, conflict management, and
related topics.

The line between prevention and intervention is a thin one.
Often the effort to put preventive processes into place starts by
revisiting a previous conflict and dealing with its unresolved issues.
Escalated conflicts are often addressed from the point ofview of

prevention as well. I have frequent1y been asked to help prepare
labor and management negotiating teams for the next round of
bargaining. These ostensibly preventive activities almost always
begin with an intense discussion of what happened in the last
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round of negotiations. Befare people can focus on the future, they
almost always have to revisit their lingering feelings from the pasto
Mter processing some of these issues, some genuine preventive
planning can take place.

Procedural Assistance

Systems of conflict resolution have usually been built around some
approach to providing procedural assistance, usually a form of
mediation. In many ways, process is the conflict resolver's specialty.
The acceptance and growth of conflict resolution as a field has
been fueled by the increasing awareness that trained third parties
can significantly assist people in conflict and by a ~rowing under
standing of the difference between procedural assislance and deci
sion making.

Although mediation mav be lhe most established form of pro
cedural assistance, it is not the only type. Other procedural roles
are being developed ar formalized all the time. Some of lhese are
aspects of mediation (for example. situation assessment) that are de
veloping into independent roles. Others (for example, training)
are not generally part of the mediation processo Process assistance
roles in addition to mediation include the following.

Assessment

vVhen organizatians or public agencies are involved in complex
disputes, the}' often find it useful to hire a conf1ict resolver at the
outset to assess the situation and recommend what, if any, type of
procedural assistance 01' other approach to resalution might be
useful. Although the assessor some times later serves as the media
tor 01' facilitator, there is a potential conflict of interest in com
bining these roles. Some times, therefore, the person doing the
assessment is contracted for that task alone.

Convening

Conveners help start a process but do not necessarily assume
responsibility for conducting it. They identify potential participants,
discuss their concerns about partieipation, identify an overall set
of issues to be addressed, develop a preliminary formulation of
the purpose and design of the process, and arrange for the initial
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gathering of the parties in a suitab1e forum. The participants may
then run the process themse1ves, 01' a different third party may be
brought in as a facilitator 01'mediator. Some times the convener has
an ongoing role during a process, but at other times his 01'heI' pur
pose is served once the dialogue or negotiation begins. ?ften the
functions of situation assessment and convening are combmed, and

one person 01'team does both.

Facilitation

The term facilitator is used in different ways, however it usually
refers to someone who is conducting an interaction of some kind
and whose focus is on guiding and improving the process of the
interaction. Facilitators usually do not have a substantive process
role but try to help a group accomplish its goals or purposes. Meeli
ation is in essence a form of facilitatiol1 where the fOCllSis on he1p

ing people to resolve an identified conflict. General1y, mediators
facilitate a negotiation processo Facilitators are often llseel to belp

people arrive at a consensus elecision, an agreement that alI par
ticipants can accept. 50 the role of the facilitator is in essence to
guiele a grollp process anel, where decision mak~ng is Í11\'olveel.
~o orche~trate a consensus-building effort. (For .Úl extensive dis
cussion of the consensus process, see Susskinel, McKearnan, anel
Thomas-Larner, 1999.)

The concept of facilitation is broael anel somewhat fuzzy, how
ever, anel a great many acti\ities are labeled facilitation. Mediators
are some times cal1ed facilitators, as are trainers, counselors, team
leaders, and group therapists. I have some times been hireel as a
facilitator because people elid not want a mediator and at other
times as a mediator because people did not want a facilitator anel
in both instances I had to do essentially the same work-that is,

help a group communicate about a conflict and arrive at agree
ments for how to proceeel.

To some people, facilitation sounds less control1ing 01' intru
sive than mediation but also less powerful. I see facilitation as

encompassing a broad category of activities for guiding a group
process, and I do not care whether people want to label it media
tion 01'facilitation. Facilitation may help in many different aspects
of an interaction, notjust in decision making. Any time a person
has the task of focusing on the process of an interaction as op-
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posed to the substantive issues themselves, he 01' she is taking the
facilitator's role. (For two different approaches to facilitation. see
Doyle and Strauss, 1976; Schwarz, 1994.)

Training

Training is training-it is not in itself an intervention to resolve
a specific conflict, but it can play a major role in assisting people
to conduct an effective processo The line between trainina and1)

intervention becomes fuzzy, hO'wever,when people 01' teams ",ho
are potentially in opposition to each other participa te injoint
conflict resolution training of some kind. Some of the most pow
erful steps that I have seen people take to break an unprodllctive
pattem of inteI'action have come during such trainiQ-g. The pur
pose of such training is to impart conflict resolution skills, but as
important as this can be it is often seconelary to the personal rap
port that can be built anel the understanding 01' different per
spectives that can eleveloj) as a I'esult 01' brinaincf people uJO'etherb t)- L')

in an educational forum.

It is not unusllal for an organization to ask for training in celll

flict resolution when people's real need is for a elifferent kinel of
intervention. This can lead to a great deal of frustration for the
participants because real iSSllesseem to be hoveI'ina O\'er an edu-1)

cational experience \,ithollt ever being addressed, or it can be an
opening for them to begin to tackle these unelerlying conflicts.
Training is often essential if otheI' conflict resolution processes.
such as grievance procedures or policv dialogues, are to function
effectiveh·.

Coaching

Coaching or consulting to people abOllt participating in conflict
resolution processes is an important senice that is often neglected.
I have worked with many organizations that have grievance proce
dures calling for direct meetings berween the grievant anel a man
ager as a first or second step. Seldom, however, is there anv
provision for ad"ice, consultation, coaching, 01'any other assistanc~
to help make these direct meetings productive. Too often the assis
tance that is available is either adversarial ar focused on the sub

stance rather than the process of the negotiation. Coaches can
help the parties think through their own key concerns and goals
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as weU as those of others. Coaches can heIp the parties consider
their alternatives, plan how to frame their concerns and sugges
tions, and consider how to listen and acknowledge other parties
even as they disagree with them. Coaches can also prepare people
to deal with aggressive behaviors and to be both powerful and con
ciliatory at the same time.

Substantive Assistance

Disputants often face the problem that either no source of good
substantive information exists or all sources are aligned with a par

ticular party or siele of a conflict. There are often no creelible and
neutral sources of legal, technical, financial, scientific, or other
kinds of information. I have often wished that there was a wa}' in
which a divorcing couple, early in their decision-making processo
could hear the same legal opinions at the same time. Some attor
nevs are willing to sit down ,vith a couple, especiaUy if they have no
att~rnev-client relationship, and discuss these matters. Some medi
arors wÚIattempt to provide this information. But by anel large, the
onlv real opportunity that couples have to simul,taneously hear
impartiallegal analysis is during a settlernent cOI~I'erence with a
judge or settlernent oI'ficer.

Techllical Illput and Fad Fillding

The technical advice available in emironmental negotiations usu

aUy comes from someone representing industry, environmental
groups, or government agencies.

Technical experts tend to view themselves as objective and un
biased, but usuaUy whoever they report to or receive their payment
from must ultimateIy be pleased by the overaU pattern of their find
ings if they are to continue to work for that person. Therefore, over
time there is pressure for them to emphasize finelings that are
favorable to their employer. It is no accident, for example, that
studies on the impact of smoking generated by the tobacco indus
trv have results very different from the results of studies produced
by health advocacy groups. Even when information really is un
biased and independent, the perception of the parties about the

reliability of the information is also important. Finding ways to
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bring substantive information or advice to the table in a credible
and accessible manner is therefore vital in many conflicts.

Conflict resolvers have attempted to meet this need in differ
ent ways. They have acted as fact finders, with the mission of pro
ducing an objective and unbiased analysis of a conflict and its
potential solutions. Technical consultants have worked for a dia
logue group as a whole or have been hired by a convener or facil
itator rather than by one of the parties. Sometimes, in anticipation
of possible conflicts-particularly in large construction projects
potential disputants have put together a panel of substantive
experts or have agreed on a consultant who wil! make technical
recommcndations or nl1e on technical issues. Mini-trials have been

used in large contractual disputes to lay out both tçchnical and
legal information for negotiators. These are a sort or'mock trial in
which lawyers put on their best case in I'ront oI' the key elecision
makers prior to settlement negotiations.

Data Gathering

Conflict resolvers often have to w')rk with the different parties to
create meaningI'ul wavs for them to gain access to information. In
a public policy negotiation that involves important data questions.
it is often as irnportant for people to participa te in formulating the
kev questions that need to be answered and in reviewinu the. o
methodology for obtaining information from a eredible neutral
source. Some times the data generated by one party to a dispute
are accepted as credible iI'everyone has had a chance to re,iew the
methodology anel iI' the parties feel that the technical experts have
been open and straightforward in discussing their finelings. At
other times the input of credible and inelependent technical achis
ers is disregarcled because they did not work effectively with the
group to whom they were reporting.

Often the issue that conflict resolvers face is an imbalance in

access to technical infonnation. When one party, perhaps an indus
try group, has access to a great deal of technical expertise and sup
port and another party, maybe a community group, has none, then
providing a neutral expert may not be enough. It is some times nec
essary to find a way for the community group to gain access to tech
nical or other consultants who wiIl be their confidential advisers.
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~fesrionalConsuUation

Conflict resolvers often assist substantive specialists to fulfill what
for them is often an unfamiliar role in a conflict resolution processo
Conflict resolvers can offer them training, consultation, practice
presentations, and ongoing feedback. Gradually, a growing pool
of independent individuaIs and organizations is becoming experi
enced in providing impartial, substantive input into conflict reso
lution processes. I have repeatedly found that the role of these
experts can be critical to the success of a consensus-building effort.
as it was in this waste management policy dialogue.

I received my first exposure to the concept 01' Gucci Garbage when [ worked

with lwo adjoining municipalities after they had receivedfederal funds to

investigate alternative approaches to solid \Vastemanagement. One 01' the

conditions 01' the grant was that the municipalities convene an advisory

group composed 01' representatives 01' the \V:L~temanagement industry.

recvcling organizations. the communities il1\olved.aml relevant publie

interest anelenvironmental organizations. :\ colleague and I were hired to

facilitate the meetings of this graup. anel sev'eraltechnical consultant tlrm~

\Verecontracted to provide substantive input. i
Although its members encompasseJ many Jifferent pointS 01' vievv.the

group developed a good internal communication and decision~making

processoBut it faced very complex issues about which there W:L~verI' incon~is

tent information. The initial issue defined by the municipalities was. "Should

a plant that incinerates waste and generates energv be built in this area'"

This raised a11sorts 01' questions about environmental, economic. and health

impacts. The group redetlned this question as. "What should be the strategy

for managing waste in lhis region to minimize negative environmental.

economic, and health impacts. and is there a role for a waste to energy facilit\

within this strategy?"

The technical consultants were a critical part 01' these discussions. but

the group had very different reactions to the economic specialists and the engi

neering consultant. On lhe one hand the economic experts never established

a strong personal rapport with the group. and despite receiving suggestions

from the group, the other technical consultants, and my co11eagueand me,

they were never able to structure a presentation that seemed accessible and

relevant to the participants. Asa result the group members never believed that

they were receiving reliable economic data, and this inhibited their confidence

about making bold recommendations.
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On the other hand the engineering consultant was extremely we11liked,

personable, and responsive to the group dynamics. Participants trusted the

information he presented and felt that he was not pushing a particular point

of view. One day he showed up with a sack fu11of typical garbage and laid it

on a table in front 01' the group. He then proceeded to te11a story about what

would happen under different scenarios with the different contents 01' the sack.

It was useful, funny, enjoyable, and relevant (even if a little smelly). The group

felt a great deal 01' confidence in using the infon11ation he provided in their
considerations.

The recommendations 01' the group reflected their different responses to

the e~"perts.They believedthe primary tasks to be accomplished in solid waste

management were to ereate a regional waste management strategy. to ma.,i

mize the reuse and recycling programs, and to make existing facilities more

efficient. They recommended against acquiring a large energy-gener~ting

waste incinerator because they did nal think it wa.~needed, did not believe its
economic benetlL~had been established. and were concerned that it vrould

draw resources away from reuse or recycling etlorts. They did belie\'e that a

smaller more targeted facility.for ex:unple in conjunction with a new aiIllort.

to pracess a more retlned set ofwaste (thus Gucci Garbage-the tem1the

engineering consultant used) W;b appropriate. \Iost 01' this group's recom

mendations \Vereaccepted, The nature of those recommendations W:L'ia direct

retlection 01' the quality 01' the input from the rarious expert~anel 01' the rela

tions graup members had had with those experts

Reconciliation

Beyond agreement are the deeper anel more far-reaching elements
ofresolution that are some times callecl conflict transfonmttion (Lecl
erach, 1995), peacemaking (Curle, 1971), or reconciliation. In
Chapter Five, I eliscussecl the three elimensions 01' resolution
emotional. cognitive, and behavioral. Often conflict resolution
processes focus on the beha"ioral dimension and do not address the
emotional or cognitive dimensions. Yet unless there is also progress
on these dimensions, it is unlikely that fundamental changes in the
relationship among disputants ""i11occue Although most conflict res
olution efforts can contribute to a broad approach to resolution,
individual efforts are often limited in how far they can gO,

Multiple efforts, over time, and at many different levels are usu
ally necessary to address deeply rooted conflicts and to promote
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genuine reconciliation. This is true whether we are talking abo~t
violent ethnic conf1icts, such as those in Rwanda 01'Cyprus, 01'blt

ter interpersonal disputes, such as those between deeply conflicted
divorcing couples. But such conflicts can be resolved in profound
ways, and for every story of an intractable conflict that has gone on
for years, there is a story of how formeI' bitter enemies have made
peace. We are witnessing some amazing transfonnations in the
world-in Northern Ireland, the Middle East, and South Mrica,

for example. Optimism mixed with realism and hopefulness mixed
with watchfulness are extremely important traits for conf1ict
resolvers.

Conf1ict resolvers have been central to many reconciliation
activities. Sometimes they have functioned through the more estab
lished roles, such as mediation 01' facilitation. Victim-offender
mediation has proven an effective means for bringing a levei of rec
onciliation and a deeper learning to perpetrators and victims in
certain kinds of cases (Umbreit, 1994). My own work with child

protection mediation in the 1980s convinced me that mediation
could be an important step in setting parents and child protection
workers on a different path, one on which ther functioned more
as a11ies than adversaries. :

But reconciliation often requires approaches that are separa te
from more immediate resolution efforts. Four:basic approaches
are often necessary. One approach assists peopie to go through
their own individual healing processo For example, groups that
help victims ofviolence confront and share their experiences 01'

that help perpetrators face their own demons can be vital to rec
onciliation efIorts. A second is the development of safe forums for
communication and interaction that a110wpeople to get to know
each other as human beings. Camps that bring youths from con
flicting regions together or programs that encourage different eth
nic groups to work together on common problems are examples
of this approach. Often the best way to accomplish this is indirectly,
through projects that are not directed simply toward bringing dis
putants together but that address some other interests they have.

One of the most impressive reconciliation efforts 1have seen was at a commu

nity center in Banja Luka, in the heart of the Serbian section of Bosnia and

the site of some horrible ethnic violence during the Bosnian civil war. Atthis

I
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center there were many reconciliation efforts under way-a variety of classes,

recreational activities, and discussion groups. But the most interesting was a

radio station. It broadcast over only a two-square-mile area, but teenagers

from all ethnic groups eagerly worked together to run the station. Mostof

them had suffered terribly during the fighting, but at the station they worked

together, had fun together, gol to know each olheI'. and occasionally shared

their personal experiences of \VaI'with each other.

A third approach brings people together for a direct in-depth dia
logue about the conf1ict and a11the feelings and pain that have
gone with it. Some times this process encourages people both to
take responsibility for their own actions and to forgive others for
theirs. The Truth Commissions of South Africa arep fascinating
effort of this kind, and so are many other efforts to bring people
together, not to negotiate but to hear each other's stories and tn
to understand each other's experiences. The fourth strategv is to
address directly the serious substantive problems that make rec
onciliation difficult (inadequate housing, unemployment. fears
for personal safet)', and 50 forth). Unless the ongoing 50urces of
stress that keep people from feeling safe and secure are addresseel.
reconciliation efforts won't work. ln other worcls, part of the rec
onciliation process is to aelelress people's survival anel securitv
needs first.

The art of reconciliation requires making a constant judgment
whether a practical anel eonerete problem-solving efIort wiUpro
mote a more profound reconciliation process or interfere with ir.
vVhether reconciliation is formalized as a separate approaeh or
incorporated into other activities, the capacity to move people
toward reconciliation and healing is a critical component of eon
f1ict resolution. (For an approach to intergToup reconciliation in
the workplace, see Blake and Mouton, 1984.)

Decision-Making Assistance

Some times consensus-based decision-making processes are either
inappropriate or ineffective. People are occasionally unwilling or
unable to reach an agreement. Sometimes, a decision is necessary,
but the conflict has not yet matured to the point where it is in the
disputants' interests to agree. Some decisions are not important
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enough to merit the time and resources it would take to achieve
consensus. On other occasions, a decision must be made so quickly
there is no time to implement a consensus-based approach. For
these and other reasons, people need an altemative to a voluntary,
or consensus-based, approach.

The most frequent public altematives are court rulings, exec
utive or legislative decision making, or within an organization, the
operation of a management hierarchy. Using the courts is normaUy
appropriate (although not always effective) when decisions involve
basic issues of law or major questions of citizen rights and protec
tion of the general publiCo But these decision-making fortuns are
often ineffective, inefficient, or unavailable. Moreover, their very
structure mal' escalate a conflict. Therefore conflict resolution
structures need to include access to effective and effIcient means

of decision making for the parties when consensus-based alterna
tives are not appropriate 01' practical.

Two fundamental types of decision-making services are
needed-binding and advisory. Giving an advisory opinion can be
a bit like supplying substantive information, but it is an important
option because it can give people a relatively cheap, anel quick fore
taste of what might occm in a more expensive, lerigthy, and possi
bly more toxic binding processo Advisorl' ar evaluative meeliation,
nonbinding arbitration, early neutral evaluation, advisorl' dispute
panels, anel certain types of fact finding are all examples of this
approach.

Advisory Mediatioll

Advisory mediation, for example, is often used in grievances. ln
advisory mediation, mediators first attempt to facilitate an agree
ment, but if that fails, they render an advisory opinion, stating how
they would rule were they to arbitrate the case. In one studl' the
bulk of cases settled dming the mediation phase, and of those that
did not settle, the majoritl' settled subsequent to the announce
ment of the advisorl' opinion but before going to arbitration (Ury,
Brett, and Goldberg, 1988).

Mediators in more traditional processes are often tempted to
plal' an evaluative role, that is to advise people about what is likell'
to happen in court or what thel' think is the most appropriate out
come. For a11but the substantivell' and emotionalll' simplest of
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cases, and mal'be even for many of these, such evaluation can eas-
. ill' lead the parties to distrust the mediator and then distance them
selves from him or her. 50 a separate advisorl' decision-making
process is often helpful. Occasiona11y, the courts themselves will
provide this senice, through the services of a settlement judge ar
a pretrial conference.

Arbitratioll

Binding alternatives to court-based decision making are also in
creasingll' prevalent. Arbitration is being institutionalized in an
increasing variety of contracts and institutions. It may be used even
more extensively today than mediation. Arbitrators approach their
work in many different ways. For example. they ma)' ta~e a rights
baseel ar an interest-based approach. A rights-based arb'ítrator wiU
try to deciele how a dispute would be dealt with if ir were a legal
case, ar how to apply a set oflegal principIes 01' contractual oblig
atiom to a dispute, anel ,\i11consider the panies' interests only sec
ondarily or tangentialh'. A11interest-based arbitrator ,\i11 try to sort
through the key concerns of the panies and determine a wav of
addressing these within the fi',unework of the law. In other words.
arbitrators can take a legalistic ar Solomonic approach. Of course.
ir is important that arbitrators be clear with their clients about the
basis on which thel' make decisions.

AJediation-Arbitration

Man}'other varieties of decision making can be brought to bear in
different circumstances. Mediation-arbitration (in which the same
person acts as mediator anel arbitrator) anel mediation then arbi
tration (in which elisputants are automatica11y referreel from a
meeliator to an arbitrator if mediation is inconc1usi,-e) are two
increasingly popular alternatives.

Expert Decision Making

Sometimes people in high-conflict relationships contFact with sub
stantive experts to be available over a specified perioel to render
rapiel and binding decisions about issues in their area of expertise.
Divorced parents may use child development experts; constmction
contracts mal' provide for decision making from a designated engi
neer; business partners mayuse financial management experts.
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Several features seem to distinguish these alterna tive methods of
binding decision making:

• They tend to be less legalistic, 01'hearinglike, than
arbitration.

• They are often linked to other conflict resolution
mechanisms.

• They try to keep a door open to voluntary resolution.
• They often focus on very specific aspects of a larger conflict.
• They allow roles that are more fluid than the arbitrator's.

Design and Linkage

The continuum of conflict resolution services is expanding with
increasingly sophisticated approaches. This has led to important
efforts in dispute systems designo Dispute system design is an
approach to conflict resolution that is both preventive and sys
temic. System designers work with organizations or groups that are
anticipating a set of conflicts they are likely to face over time, such
as grievances, customer complaints, neighborhood conflicL<;,01'cit
izen appeals of government actions. Together witl1 representatives
of the different groups involved, a designer work~ out a series, 01'
a system, of linked conflict prevention and resolut\on steps to deal
with the most commonly anticipated disputes. Such a system often
includes training, communication procedures, process assistance
of different kinds, and decision-making assistance. There are a
number of principIes that designers usually try to incorporate in
such processes. (Some of these principies have been described else
where; see Ury, Brett, and Goldberg, 1988; CDR Associates, 1996.
For other information about dispute system design, see Slaikeu and
Hasson,1998.)

• Emphasize assisting disputants to make decisions themselves,
unless matters of overall organizational 01'public policy are
involved.

• Assist disputants to resolve conflicts on the basis of their
needs as much as possible.

• Assist disputants not only to settle differences but also to
repair relationships and restare effective communication.
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• Give disputants as many chances as possible to revert to
needs-based decision-making mechanisms.

• Design the intervention of third-party decision makers
to minimize stress, expense, and toxicitv.

• Make decision-making and dispute res~lution processes
transparent, accessible, understandable, and easv to use.

• Mak~ su:e that the process of designing, implem'enting,
mOllltonng, and evaluating the conflict resolution svstem
reflects the values and goals of the svstem as a whol~.

• Make sure that the system really is a'system-that is, that
the connections between its elements are well thouO'ht outb
and smooth in operation.

• Build the system on the strengths of existing' confliot
resolution mechanisms and with a careful consideration

of the existing organizational structure or group norms.
• Build new systems incrementallv.

The .Iast principal reflects an important lessem that dispute svs
tem deslgners ha\'e learned abollt working with organizations.
.~Ithough th~re .may occasionallv be circumstances in which pro
lound ~rga1llZatlO~lalchange 01' systems breakdown requires anel
all~ws ImplementlI1g a whole new system, it is imponant not to
bUlld cathedrals. Ideal systems are seldom realistic s\·stems. Often
the most important question is, \-Vhat are the key ch,;nges that can
be made at a given time that will move a dispute svstem in a more
collaborative direction? .

":--nother challenge is to make the dispute system concept itself
tangl?le and accessible to people who are trying to formulate a
practlcal day-to-dav approach for dealing with conflict. The con
c.ept wi~l seem abstract, theoretical, and ungronnded to practi
tloners If they cannot translate it into usable evervdav actions.

~espite these challenges, the dispute systems app~oach is at the
cuttmg edge of conflict resolution practice because it seeks to fill
in the gaps and create linkages among the approaches on the con
tinuum of c?nflict resolution services. For the concept of a contin
uum of semces to be more than an abstract idea, there mnst be a
linkage mechanism among its different components and a wav of
deciding which service is appropriate to a particular circumsta~ce.
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Dispute systems designers face these questions constantly and are
thus on the front line of the ongoing effort to implement an
increasingly sophisticated approach to conflict resolution,

Almost alI of us who work as conflict resolvers play several roles,
but almost none ofus can 01' should fulfill the whole gamut of
roles that make up the spectrum of conflict resolution services.
The more conscious we are about the range of interventions
needed to develop a continuum that truly serves our client base,
the more able we wiU be to make sophisticatedjudgments about
exact1y what services people need in any particular conflict. The
more aware we are ofwhat we can and cannot provide, the more
responsible we wilI be in making referrals. The growing richness
of the conflict resolution field wil! enhance the work of each of us

by providing links to a more powerful set ofinterventions than any
of us can provide on our own.

Chapter Eleven

Conclusion
Conflict Resolution in Our Lives

This book discusses how we can think about confliçl and resolu
tion in a useful and productive way. It is not meant to seU conflict
resolution as a field 01' to teU people how to practice mediation,
negotiation, 01' facilitation. I believe that good practice comes from
sound thinking as informed and refined by practice. Our growth
as conflict resolvers requires that we become increasingly sophis
ticated in our thinking, that we leam to apply our concepts and to
test them in our practical efforts, and that we u~e these experiences
to reevaluate our thinking. The ability to engage in this reflective
process is a characteristic of an advanced practitioner. A clear and
accessible conceptual framework not only helps us deepen our
work but helps us learn from our experience.

Even more important in guiding our work than our thinking
about conflict, however, are our values. A powerful commitment
to the valnes that guide our work is the most important foundation
from which we can operate. They are the source of our dedication
to our work and the compass that guides us through our most dif
ficult moments. Furthermore, if the concepts we use to understand
what we do are not grounded in our values 01' reflective of them,
then their power wil! be curtailed. Therefore I believe it is very im
portant to ask ourselves what motivates us to be conflict resolvers.
Of course each of us wiIl have a different answer, but we can cer
tainly learn from each other.

I enjoy the work, finding it challenging, stimulating, and fun.
I also appreciate the fact that there are often (although not always)
tangible results. My work has taken me to many interesting parts

239
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of the worId where profound change has been in the works, and I
have had the opportunity to meet some amazing and wonderfuI
peopIe. My colleagues are interesting, warm people with values that
I appreciate. Working with them has been a privilege. These are
major benefits from working in this field. But none of them are at
the core ofwhat has motivated me to devote the last twenty years
to conflict resolution. Why am I committed to this work? Because
I want to see conflicts handled in a more productive way. Because I
want to play a role in making this a better worId. Because I want
my work to help me grow personally.

A Better Way of Resolving Conflict

When people find themselves in conflict, the mechanisms available
to assist in resoIution-in keeping with the way society responds to
many other crises-tend to take power away from the disputant~.
Power is ceded to judges, lawyers, government entities, child cus
tody evaluators, technical experts, arbitrators, and so forth. I be
lieve as a practical matter and as a value that professionals shoulel
trv to ensure that people in crisis remain as empowered as they
p~ssibly cano This is especiaUy important becau* conflict is often
generated when people feel disempowered. .

For example, parents who abuse their children often do so in
response to feeling overwhelmeel and powerless'. The response of
the child protection system is often (anel to some extent inevitably)
to ovenvhelm anel disempower them further. We must finel ways of

protecting children as we als~ empower parents to be pa~e~ts. That
is the point of the burgeonmg movement to use medlatlOn and
other conflict resolution mechanisms (family group conferences,
for example) in child welfare (Mayer, 1984, 1995). The chaUenge
is how to take enough power away from parents to protect their
children while helping them maintain 01' develop enough positive
power to become more effective and humane parents.

The essence of what the field of conflict resolution has to

offer to disputants is an empowering approach to soIving serious
confliet. The goal and the value is to help people in confliet
maintain as mueh power as possible over their lives while ensur
ing that other people's rights and coneerns are also respeeted
and proteeted.
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Our desire to fix things for disputants, to take over so that peo
pIe ean be protected from themselves, is at the heart ofwhat dis
empowers people in conflict. Conflict resolvers have to aceept that
sometimes people will make very bad decisions for themselves, but
that is their right. The eonsequence of our taking on the respon
sibility of preventing people from making poor deCÍsions is that we
aIso take away a significant degree of personal autonoml'. There
fore it is essential that eonfliet resolvers trust people's abilitl' to
make good deCÍsions for themselves and aecept their right to make
what may be poor deCÍsions as weU. This is a elefining belief, in my
view, of effective conflict resolution praetice.

Related to this is a creative dilemma that conflict resolvers

faee-the question of whether thel' are in the business of trying to
ehange people. Does profound resolution require persanal change?
Is confliet resolution about helping people as individuaIs grow,
"transform," 01' in some wal' become better? And if it is, how do
resolvers reconcile this with the faet that people do not usuaUy
come to them for this purpose? How do we empower people ifwe
also have an agenela to change them? The paraelox is that much
that resolvers do can and often does have the practieal effect of
ehanging people, but this result is aIso dosely connected to the faet
that it is not their major motive. I believe that effective conflict
resolvers often contribute to profound personal change, bllt in a
wal' that is indirect and respectful of personal autonomy. As thel'
help people work through conflict on as deep a level as is practi
cal and neeessary, thel' help disputants aceomplish their goals, anel
personal change is a frequent bl'-produet of this processo

Another wal' in whieh the field of confliet resolution con
tributes to a better 'wal'of handling conflict is bl' helping people think
about disputes different1l" When resolvers can help people step
outside of the distributional trap, of the dilemma of whether to aet
to preserve their relationships or proteet their interests, ofwhether
to be niee or to be smart, they have aecomplished something sig
nificant. Conflict resolvers can help people find approaehes that
avoid sueh destructive ehoiees, but to do this, we have to realll'
believe that it is both important and possible. Conflict resolvers
have to believe that people can be strong and kind, wise and com
passionate, realistie and optimistic at the same time. Our eonfi
denee that disputants ean both protect themselves and deal with
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others in a principled manner is one of the most important things
we can transmit to our clients.

AlI people have difficult choices to make in life, and no one
can always get what he 01' she wants. Some times, in the name of
peace 01' resolution, disputants have to give up something very
important to them. But people can address their most important
needs and protect their essential interests with dignity and with
compassion and respect for those they are in conflict with, even
when they don't like these other people and are very angry. Peo
pIe in conflict can get beyond their anger and fear to make wise
choices, even when under great duress. By participating in this
field, we help make these beliefs a practical reality in a compli
cated world.

Changing the World

For most conflict resolvers that I know, the purpose of our work

goes beyond finding better ways of solving conflict. It involves a
commitment to contribute to a better world. Of course finding bet
ter ways of settling conflict is part of making a b~tter world, but I, I
think there are other ways in which most of us s'ee our work con-
tributing to fundamental social change.

Violence and intolerance are major problems throughout the
world, and the ability of people to accept differences and resolve
conflicts without demonizing each other is a major challenge that
will shape everyone's future. As I was writing this book, halfway
around the world Serbians were expelling Albanian Kosovars from
their homes while NATO was bombing the Serbs, and twenty miles
from my home, students were being gunned down by their class
mates at Columbine High School. Everyone has been struggling
with trying to learn why these things happened, what could have
been done to prevent them, and what should be done now. Clearly,
there is much that we alI have to learn about how to live with one
another.

The conflict resolution field spans many different areas of
human interaction. Bylearning lessons across these difIerent kinds
of interaction, people can do much to promote new understand
ings of wiser and better approaches to peacemaking. Too often
peacemaking is equated solely with ending violence, just as conflict
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resolution is equated with achieving agreements. Yet we know that
genuine peace requires a significant change in the relationship
among the disputants,just as genuine resolution occurs only when
progress is made on all three dimensions of conflict. We need to
develop better approaches to deep peacemaking and to the deep
resolution of conflict. By a principled participation in our field, we
learn more about how toachieve more profound levels ofresolu
tion, and we help develop Ílew approaches for handling serious
conflict. In this way we make an important contribution to bring
ing about a more peaceful and secure world.

Part of the challenge in dealing with violence is to find ways of
building more respect for diversity. Much ofwhat conflict resolu
tion is about is helping people respect differences anq.learn to see
them as potential sources of strength rather than as threats. Con
flict resolvers are constantly in the forefront of helping people to
understand that for every challenge diversity poses, it presents
important opportunities as wel!. They do not do this in an abstract
way,but by helping people deal practically with troubling problems
they are having with those they view as different. When people
experience success in reaching a significant resolution to a con
flict. they begin to break down the walls that have separated them
from each other.

Another way in which our field is on the eutting edge of trying
to improve the world has to do ,~ith the deepening of democracy
and the struggle for socialjustice. When I was a college student in
the 1960s, active in various social movements, we were often quite
understandably taken to task for having a much clearer idea about
what we were against than what we were for. Acti\ists made man)'
attempts at articulating the kind of society they \\lere advocating,
but the most durable concept that emerged was participatory democ
racy. Aside from sounding good, this term seemed to capture many
people's desire to move away from a hierarchical and patriarchal
approach to the governance of society and of the major institutions
such as corporations, universities, families, and municipalities in
which people lead their lives. The practical meaning of this, how
ever, was never clear to most of us, certainly not to me.

What has become c1ear,however, is that the call for more mean
ingful participation reflected an important need that people were
experiencing. On multiple fronts, people have been demanding
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more direct input into the decisions that affect their lives. Citizens
demand input on land use decisions, transportation plans, police
policies, fire station locations, the siting of almost any public facil
ity, the allocation of public funds, and almost every other issue that
govemment faces. Schools have created school improvement teams,
parent advisory groups, and other accountability and input struc
tures. Employers have embraced many variations of employee input
processes. They may be called flat organizational structures, team
management, employee councils, quality circles, Total Quality Man
agement, or industrial democracy, but whatever the label, they all
involve attempts to give employees more participation in decision
making and more accountability for those decisions. Corporations
noWform many varieties of citizen advisory groups and negotiate
good neighbor agreements with the communities in which they are
located. And of course there are all the consensus-building dia
logues, town meetings, regulatory negotiations, and policy round
tables with which conflict resolvers are so often involved. AlI of these
structures and many others point to people's desire for more
involvement in decision making. In fact this is pa~ticipatory democ
racv in action.

.Some of these new structures for democraqi are faddish. Oth
ers are more for show or fordiscouraging political organizing
than for encouraging genuine dialogue and próblem solving. But
those structures that lack real substance do not usually last. The
reason many of these new mechanisms for participation havc
endured and grown is that they meet a genuine need for involve
ment and participation, for meaning and community, that people
have. They also have proven effective at building better relations
among people and finding solutions to difficult problems. The
infrastructure of participation is growing and becoming more
imbedded in our social institutions because it meets a funda
mental need and, though its processes are sometimes muddled,
it produces better results.

However, there is a definite down side to alI this participation.
Policy decisions are sometimes more difficult to make. Decision
makers, managers, and the public often feeI overwheImed by
processo Government officials refer with sardonic resignation to
the "c" word-<onsensus. On the one hand, for example,deciding
where to locate a sanitary landfiIl was a relativeIy simple matter
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thirty years ago. Now it involves many layers of often contentious
public involvement. On the other hand many of those older land
fills were not safe or thoughtfully located. In order for participa
tory democracy to work, to provide meaningful participation, to
give people input over the critical decisions affecting their lives,
and to assist in solving the major public and organizational con
flicts that affect them, the tools of the conflict resolution fieId are
critica!. In order to allow democracy to deepen without over
wheIming people with process or the "c" word, the contributions
of this fieId are essential.

Conflict resolution approaches are aIso essential if democracy
is to take root in the many parts of the worId where it is still a new
and untested system. Democracy is at a crossroads ip the worIeI.
There are many places where people are trying to embrace demo
cratic principIes and the freedoms that go along with them, but
these efforts are also unlcashing serious conflicts. Many people are
equating democracy with instability and increasing inequality in
the distIibution ofwealth. Democratic political and economic insti
tutions are being attacked as the cause of personal insecurity and
economic deterioration. Ethnic conflict has increased as central

ized and authoritarian systems of govemance and decision making
have collapsed. These conflicts have been used by antidemocratic
forces to try to maintain or reestablish authoritarian political struc
tures. If conflict resolution procedures and skills can be introduced
alongside democratic political structures, the chances for democ
ratic reforms to take hold wiIl be significantly improved.

The next few years will be critical in determining the future of
democracy and civil society in many parts of the world. There are
both discouraging and encouraging trends--countries apparently
rejecting democratic reforms and countries embracing them. At
this juncture it is particularIy critical that consensus-building and
conflict resolution processes be brought to bear at the leveI of ordi
nary citizens' lives in the emerging democracies throughout the
worId. UltimateIy, democracy's strongest safeguard is the expecta
tion of citizens that they are entitled to participate in the decisions
that govem their lives.

This cannot be accomplished by simply exporting Western
models of conflict resolution and decision making. But as we leam
how to deepen democracy in existing democratic societies we can
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provide an example, a set of insights, a wealth of experience, and
above aU a sense of optimism to people elsewhere in the world.
Others' efforts to create democracy will offer many lessons and
ideas to the more established democratic world as welI. I believe
the knowledge of the field of conflict resolution is vital to the
efforts to find an effective avenue for democracy to take powerful
and positive root in many societies in transition.

At the heart of many of these struggles is the question of social
justice. Can democratic approaches to governance enhance the
struggle for social justice? Can democratic structures protect
the weak, restrain the acquisitive impulses of the powerful, and bal
ance the distribution of economic and other social benefits in a

wise manner? I believe that the democratic framework is ultimately
the only way in which enduring socialjustice can be obtained.
However, when we look at the incredible inequalities in the dis
tribution of income in the United States and the deterioration of

the standard of living in Russia since the breakup of the Soviet
Union, it is easy to become skeptical. I think the answer is more
democracy, more deeply rooted, and more genuinely empowering.
The more people are empowered to make d~cisions for them
selves, the more they realize that democracy' is not ultimately
bestowed from above but is taken from below, the more they will
find effective ways of demanding a socialIy justand economicalIy
wise approach to the distribution of social benefits.

Conflict resolution is in essence about empowering people to
have a greater say over their own lives, particularly, but not only, dur
ing times af crises. It is in this sense that I believe the work of con
flict resolvers is key to the deepening of democracy and the struggle
for social justice in the world. Conflict resolvers are advocates
and designers of practical democratic processes. And these processes
are key to transforming the world we live in and to addressing fun
damental issues ofpeace, democracy, and socialjustice.

Changing the Conflict Resolver

In conflict resolution, as in any intense field of work, practitioners
as weU as clients undergo change. Ifwe are not involved in this
business in part because of its personal growth potential for us, we
are not fuUy involved. Thisis not about being unprofessional,
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about putting our needs before those of our clients, or about focus
ing narcissisticaIly on our own development. It is about being fulIy
engaged, present, and committed to what we are doing. Unless we
see our engagement as offering something to us personaIly, to
helping us be the kind ofpeople we want to be and to play the role
we want to play in the world, our participation in this field wiUbe
more mechanistic and calculating than the intensity of the work
can ultimately tolerate.

If we are fuIly present, however, and if we do not create a
defensive barrier that shields us from being influenced by our
experiences-and I do not think such a barrier is reaIly possible
then we wiIl be profoundly affected on a personal leveI by what we
do. For each of us, of course, the impact will be diffe~ent. For most
of us, participation in the field of conflict resolution wiUhopefulIy
enhance our ability to communicate, to see the complexities of
public and personal conflicts, to empathize, and to be creative. We
wiIl also hopefulIy grow beyond a tendency to see the conflicts in
the world and our lives in polarized terms of good and bad, right
and wrong, smart and stupid, true and false. And our ability to
appreciate elifferences anel to reach across cultural, age, geneler,
class, anel other divides wiIl hopefuIly be enhanced.

Not alI the impacts of practicing conflict resolution are posi
tive or comfortable. Perhaps it is age, perhaps it is the perspective
that being a parent and having acareeI' gives, but my clarity of
beliefs and ability to be indignant about social ills are not what they
once were. Making a continual effort to understand elifferent sides
of an issue or to look for the needs that are impeIling distasteful
behavior on the part of individuaIs, organizations, anel govern
ments can unelercut one's ability to take decisive and unambigu
ous stands about public issues. I some times miss my clarity anel
indignation about people and issues, and every once in a while I
look for an area to express this at one time more prominent side
of my personality.

The world needs advocates, people who are focuseel on the
struggle for socialjustice, who defend the unempowered, who strive
to protect the environment, and who guard against assaults on our
freedoms. It needs people who are focused on promoting the inter
ests of a particular group or cause above the goal of resolving con
flict ar being coUaborative. Without the engine such advocates
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provide for social change, conflict resolution as a field of practiee
would be just a means of lubrieating the interaetions of the power
fuI. Sometimes sueh single-minded advoeates ean be a major
souree of irritation and frustration. But they play a neeessary and
valuable role. As eonfliet resolvers' ability to embraee a larger pie
ture grows, it is important that their appreeiation and respeet for
such advocates does not diminish. Many of us ean look at them and
see ourselves at one point in our lives.

Something is lost and something is gained by any ehoice we
make about how to lead our lives, and our work in conflict resolu
tion is no exeeption. For me, the overaIl direction of the change
has been positive. My experience as a conflict resolverhas helped
me grow as an individual, and it has helped me reconble my val
ues about human relations and social change. I have felt fortunate
to be working in an area that is interesting, chaIlenging, satisf)'ing,
and innovative. More important, I have chelished the opportunity
to work in a field that contributes to making the worId a better
place at the same time as it helps individuais with their immediate
struggles.

Although most of the roles people play as confliet resolurion
practitioners require them to aet in an impartial way, the field itself
is far from being value neutra!. Implicit in what we do are very
strong beliefs about how to improve the \VorIdwe live in and about
ho\Vpeople ought to relate to each other. Sometimes there is a
contradiction between these values and our roles as conflict re
solvers. More often, however, these values are the foundation from
which we derive our power and energy. A true adherenee and com
mitment to demoeracy, personal empowerment, and soeialjustice
is what aIlows us to play our roles wirh eonsisteney, enthusiasm. and
strength.


